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1. INTRODUCTION
The vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) aircraft market has
had substantial growth in the period of the last ten yearswhen
one considers the overall number of aircraft in use. The
military fleet has continued to increase, as have such operators
as natural resource (petroleum and lumber) companies, and law enforce-
ment agencies. (See Table 1.) In scheduled passenger service, how-
ever, the VTOL- market has not enjoyed sustained growth.
Consider Table 2, the type and number of helicopters in pass-
enger service during 1962-1972. Following the cessation of feder-
al subsidies to helicopter operators in 1966 the number of air-
craft (and total available seats) has been steadily declining.
Table 3 shows the composition of the fleets of the certificated
carriers since 1966. Los Angeles Airways has been in bankruptcy
since 1969; Chicago Helicopter is now largely a charter operator,
although retaining its certificate; New York Airways, after a
period of experimentation with the fixed wing Twin Otter (DHC-6)
in 1968-1969, finally made it into the black in 1973, flying Sik-
orsky S-61's; and SFO Helicopter has retrenched its passenger serv-
ices severely, but is not yet profitable.
Why is the state of scheduled passenger operations so bleak?
Many answers to this question have been given. For example, it
has been said that the aircraft used by the operators have been
inadequate: that they have been designed for military use and are
ill suited for civilians who have been used to a higher comfort
level (especially since most flights taken on a helicopter are in
TABLE 1*
Civilian Helicopters Operated in the United States,
Canada and Puerto Rico
Total Commercial
Companies &
Executives
Civil Government
Agencies
Operators
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1969
1971
1972
1973
1974
503
600
710
360
933
1023
1379
1424
1491
1532
1536
322
405
451
508
519
522
689
672
758
752
725
145
150
212
299
353
427
596
590
566
599
608
Helicopters Operated
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1969
1971
1972
1973
1974
1319
1497
1767
2053
2318
2538
3433
3874
4185
4601
4819
994
1157
1333
1536
1699
1764
2390
26-5
2992
3295
3418
213
218
311
401
475
487
770
802
745
780
778
1974 AIA Directory of Helicopter Operators
Year
36
45
47
53
61
74
94
162
167.
181
203
112
122
123
115
144
187
273
467
448
526
623
VaA.r Total Commer ial
*Source:
Table 2*
US Helicopters in Operation
By Certificated Route Air Carriers (Helicopter)
by Make and Model
1962 - 1972
Aircraft make No. of
and model places 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972
Boeing V107-II
(Turbine) .8 4 4 4 7 7 7 4 4 4
Sikorsky S61
(Turbine) .... 26-30 4 4 6 7 8 9 8 8 6 8 7
Sikorsky S62
(Turbine). 13 -- 4 3 1 1 1 1 -- -- 
-- --
Bell 47, D, G 3 1 1 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Boeing V-44B ... 17-21 1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Sikorsky 551 .. 4 1 1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Sikorsky S55 ... 12 5 2 2 2 2 2 -- --
Sikorsky S58 16 5 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Bell 206A .... 5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 2 2 2 3
Total Helicopters 20 20 20 21 21 22 16 17 15 13 13
Total Seats Available 386 371 411 493 505 533 397 394 338 282 259
FAA Statistics* Source:
Table 3*
U.S. Scheduled Helicopter Fleet Composition, 1966-1972
Chicago Helicopter Los Angeles
Airways
New York Airways San Francisco-
Oakland
Total
He licopters
BL2 06 S-55 S-61
_ S-1 1 _-62
5.
6
' 21
16
17
15
13
13
* Source: FAA Statistics
S-58
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
S-61 
Iv107-II
conjunction with a ride on a large, comfortable jet transport).
Alternatively, it has been said that the high cost of operating the
current helicopter fleet has caused the ticket price to be too high
to be attractive to the traveler. Sometimes the operators have been
fingered as the culprits -- that they have not priced their product
adequately and have structured their networks poorly, i.e., that
the failure has been one of management and marketing. And from
the purely technology minded, the answer has been that once the
properly designed rotary wing aircraft arrives on the scene -- one
designed for civilian use and having the proper payload-range config-
uration -- the market will boom as VTOL aircraft enter city-center
to city-center service.
Doubtless there is a kernel -of truth in all these explanations,
and examples to sustain most of them can be found in the history of
helicopter operations in the United States. The intent of the
work described in this report was to explore one frequently cited
cause of the problem of high operating costs of helicopters in
scheduled service - to wit, high maintenance costs of rotary wing
aircraft. This attempt was made to allow a look ahead and to pre-
dict trends in..maintenance costs of future rotary wing aircraft.
2. MAINTENTANCE COSTS: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
It is useful to differentiate between
two types of maintenance costs: scheduled and unscheduled.
Scheduled maintenance takes place as a result of prior plan-
ning on the part of the operator; it occurs when a certain
period of time has elapsed since the last maintenance action
was performed on a particular piece of equipment. This period
of time can be based on calendar time, actual equipment operating
time,or a combination of the two.
Scheduled maintenance is initially based on engineering
estimates made by the manufacturer of the equipment; it is
then modified as experience with the equipment in question is
gained. It should not be too surprising, therefore, to find
the same type of equipment having different periods of time
between overhauls at different operators: it is a reflection of
the type and duration of operating experience with the equipment.
Amanufacturer can pass the information on the higher actual
reliability of a product along to all its users; however, safe-
ty considerations and general lack of experience of operating
a particular piece of equipment may stil inhibit an operator
from adopting a longer TBO (time between overhaul).
If maintenance on a piece is basically performed.on a schedul-
ed basis,the expected basic correlation should be between main-
tenance costs and the time between the scheduled maintenance
or,assuming a linear relationship,
DMCs($) = a + b/(TBO) (1)
where
DMC A Direct Maintenance Cost, ScheduledS
a = fixed cost, usually a daily maintenance
check
One cannot infer anything about the magnitude of the ex-
pected costs from this hypothetical model. If major maintenance
is performed infrequently (high TBO), yet the piece of equipment
is complex and a long time is required to overhaul it (high b),
a high DMC may result. If the piece of equipment is easily
accessible and repaired (low b), yet requires constant attention
( low TBO), the cost may be equivalent. When stating that main-
tenance costs are high, it is important to remember that there
may be two completely different causes for that high cost-- high
frequency of repair or high cost per maintence action.
Although the above model does not specify causality, only
correlation, i.e., the reasons for a hiqh or low TBO are
not identified, yet the model is nevertheless useful to the
financial planner of a company using a particular piece of equip-
ment: if he can obtain from the engineering department the ex-
pected TBO's for a coming year (and the model is statistically
sound), he will be able to estimate rather accurately the
scheduled maintenance costs for the next year.
Unscheduled maintenance can be defined as all main-
tenance performed other than scheduled. For an aircraft, it
typically occurs when a daily scheduled inspection is
performed and the piece of equipment is found to be in improper
working condition, or it comes about when the pilot notices
something irregular.
For unscheduled maintenance costs correlation
and causality are harder to determine; indeed, where causality
can be established, presumably action would be taken to correct
the underlying problem, either by changing the scheduled
maintenance procedures or replacing (repairing) the piece of
equipment in question.
In practice, the distinction between scheduled and un-
scheduled work is useful primarily to identify major causes of
unexpected maintenance. Aside from complete or partial over-
hauls, normal maintenance instructions are basically of a "check
and repair if necessary" variety, and the amount of the cost of
"repair" that is considered as scheduled maintenance varies,
from organization to organization. Nevertheless, a rule of
thumb that is almost universally accepted in helicopter and
fixed wing operations is that the proportions of total mainten-
ance costs split between scheduled and unscheduled are about
fifty-fifty. However, since most organizations do not break out
their costs on a scheduled/unscheduled basis, any maintenance
costs estimating models that are developed must necessarily
combine both scheduled and unscheduled actions in the formulation,
and separate "scheduled cost models" cannot be developed.
In the broadest sense, total maintenance cost can be con-
sidered as a function of both the aircraft and of the airline
system. These functions can be further subdivided into the num-
ber of aircraft the way they are used, and the structure of the
network over which they are flown.
A general model can then be constructed as follows, assuming
a linear relationship:
DMC = a1 + a2 (a/c age) + a3 (component cost)
+ a4 (a/c payload) + a5 (a/c utilization)
+ a6 (no. of a/c) + a7 (total flight hours) + (2)
FIGURE 1: POSSIBLE MAINTENANCE COST MODEL
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As many components can be added as appear warranted (by
some statistical measure). One problem with this model is
the requirement for a large amount of data before meaningful
relationships are established. Although appealingconceptually,
this approach would probably founder on lack of adequate data.
A simpler viewpoint of maintenanceis that it may be cor-
related with gross productivity of the airline system. If the
potential productivity of an aircraft is payload (available
seats or tons) multiplied by average speed of the aircraft on
the system ( miles/hour), this model would state that DMC
is proportional to (asm/hour) or, assuming a linear relationship
DMC = a + b(asm/hour) (3)
where asm = available seat miles
The basic assumption in this model is that productivity in
some manner reflects all the major items identified in the
general model.
There are also causes for maintenance costs that are
completely exogeneous to the operation of the equipment (and
are also difficult to quantify). For example, inflation (for
both material and labor, although the use of a correct deflator(s)
can account for this factor), the operating environment, the
organizational structure of the operator, the maintenance
philosophy, the level of training and the quality of the mech-
anics, the quality and cost of any outside contractors performing
maintennace work, the amount and quality of pilot training, and
the type of pilot performance.
The organizational maintenance philosophy, for example,
will have a major relationship to the costs of the operation.
Here the question is not one of disregarding safety through
reduced maintenance, but the degree to which on-time reliability,
for example, is a goal of the organization. Since cost is gener-
ally directly related to reliability, higher reliability will
result in higher maintenance costs; however, the degree to which
these costs may be offset by increased revenue arising from
customers attracted by these high reliability standards does
not appear in the maintenance cost calculation. -
Thus these factors may make comparisons between different operr
ators who may be operating similar equipment difficult, if not
meaningless. A model that is constructed for one operator and
is statistically sound may be totally inadequate for another.
An industry-wide average model may thus be the most useful,
even though it may not very accurately represent the costs of
any given operator. As part of this study, an attempt was made
to verify or disprove the above hypothesis.
3.MAINTENANCE COST MODELS
3.1 Overview of Scheduled U.S. Helicopter Operations
A noted in Chapter 1, the role of the helicopter in the
scheduled air transportation system has been limited. However,
the cause for this lack of growth should not be assigned exclusive-
ly to high maintenance costs. In fact, Figure 2* shows the gen-
eral downward trend of about 3% per year (in constant dollars)
of direct maintenance costs of the total U.S. operations, measured
in cents per available seat mile.
Despite the fact that the trend is down, maintenance costs
are not low. The average 1969-72 direct maintenance cost for
twin-engine turbine helicopters was about 60/asm, which was higher
by an order of magnitude than other transport aircraft.
Although the figure of C/asm has gained almost universal ac-
ceptance as a measure of cost, for analytical purposes (at least)
other measures exist which may be more appropriate for comparing
aircraft. Two such measures are cost per aircraft trip and cost
per seat trip. The first measure reflects the stage length over
which the aircraft operates as well as the cost for the operation;
the second additionally takes the size of the aircraft into account.
(The traditional [C/asm] is obtained from the cost/seat trip by
dividing by the trip distance.) Table 4 and Figure 3 show dif-
ferent cost measures for selected groups of transport.aircraft.
* Source: Handbook of Airline Statistics, 1973 ed., CAB and
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Table 4*
Heli- Turbo- Turbo- Turbo- Turbo- Turbo-
copters prop fan fan fan jet
Direct turbine- 2 eng. 2 eng. 2 eng.- 3 eng.- 4 eng.-
Maintenance 2 eng. local local trunk trunk trunk
Cost (69-72) service service
$/Block hr. 137 65 78 73 91 127
C/asm 6.48 0.78 0.32 0.30 0.24 0.27
$/seat hr. 6.09 1.41 0.90 0.90 0.89 1.10
$/trip 21 42 64 71 131 278
$/seat trip 0.94 0.90 0.72 0.88 1.28 2.41
*Source: Averages over the 1968-1972 period fome the CAB's Oper-
ating Cost and Performance Reports.
The implication can be drawn from the Table 4 $/trip and
$/seat numbers (which show the helicopters to follow the
general trends of other commercial aircraft)
that when proper consideration is given to the small size of the
aircraft and the extremely short haul nature of the operations
(average stage length of 15 miles), the helicopter maintenance
costs do not appear out of line. Figure 4 shows the same cost
figure (C/asm) plotted against average productivity of the vari-
ous aircraft.
Further substantiation for the viewpoint that the short
haul nature of the helicopter operations is responsible for the
relatively higher maintenance costs comes from Figure 5, showing
the proportion of direct maintenance cost in direct operating
costs for various types of aircraft. As the average stage length
is decreasing, the percentage of direct maintenance costs increases
DMC (A M
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Figure 4. Direct Maintenance Costs (Cents per Available Seat Mile) versus
Hourly Productivity, (Average 68-72 Figures)
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from about 15% for twin engine turbofans to 35% for helicopters.
Although aircraft type per se (turboprop vs. turbofan) may
also be a factor in all these comparisons, as well as the differ-
ence in airlines (locals vs. trunks), stage length, ceteris
paribus, can be seen to be playing an importantpart in the main-
tenance costs: for when stage length is taken into account in
the cost measure as in the $/trip and $/seat trip comparisons
of Table 4, helicopter costs become comparable to those of
fixed wing aircraft.
Hypothesizing that future commercial VTOL transport air-
craft,tilt-rotor or helicopter, will be larger and fly at faster
speeds (higher productivity)and will be employed over longer
stage lengths, the conclusion can be drawn that maintenance costs
(on the C/asm basis) will be substantially lower. The tilt-
rotor aircraft, particularlyhaving a hybrid mission profile (be-
tween helicopters and.fixed wing aircraft can readily be imagined
to fall between the helicopter and two-engine turboprop.
3.2 Analysis Methods
The general thrust of the study was to attempt to quantify
the conceptual maintenance models described in Chapter 2. To
the extent of data available, the intention was to relate some
"activity levels" describing the aircraft as operated on an air-
line system (asm, flight hours, flight cycles, number of depart-
ures, etc.) to the maintenance costs incurred by that aircraft and
its subsystems through empirical testing.
Initially an attempt was made to develop airline-specific
cost models to obtain a best possible model of cost, as the type
and quality of data varied considerably for the cases studied.
Then a generic model which was deemed appropriate was developed
and applied to all cases. Finally, a comparison with maintenance
cost models formulated elsewhere was made.
The basic data used, and some qualifications thereof, are
given in Appendix A. Only direct maintenance costs were studied,
as maintenance burden is variable from organization to organiza-
tion and does not necessarily reflect the cost incurred by the air-
craft. The technique used during.the case studies was multiple
regression analysis.
Multiple regression is used in data analysis to obtain the
best fit of a set of observations of independent and dependent
variables in an eauation of the form
y = b0 + b X +b2 +b 2 ................. bnXn (4)
where y is the dependent variable and X, X2 '' 'Xn are the in-
dependent variables. Coefficients bO, b1 ... bn are to be deter-
mined. For this study, the hypothetical model relates maintenance
cost of an aircraft (or a subsystem) y, to various activitiy levels
of that aircraft, the X's.
The observed value of y, say yi, for the ith observation,
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differs from the theoretical by some error term e . The method
involves estimating the values of the coefficients b0 , b1... bnl
given the observed values of yi and X l, Xi 2 ''' in'
The multiple regression technique manipulates the statistical
data and produces the appropriate relationship between direct
maintenance cost and the relevant activity variables. A computer
program, BMDO2R, described in detail in Appendix B,uses a step-
by-step process which introduces or deletes variables in accord-
ance with certain prescribed criteria, in order to find the ex-
pression that best fits the data.
In the stepwise procedure, intermediate results give statist-
ical information at each step in the calculation. A number of
intermediate regression equations as well as the complete multiple
regression equation are thus obtained.
y = b0 + b X(
y = b' + b'1 X1 + b'2X2  (5)
y = b" 1 + b" 1X 1 + b" 2 X2 + b''3X3
The variable added is the one which makes the greatest improvement
in "goodness of fit". The coefficients represent the best values
when the equation is fitted to the specified variables.
Advantages of the stepwise procedure are: 1) a variable may
be indicated to be significant in any early stage and thus enter
the equation, and 2) after several other variables are added to
the regression equation, the initial variable may be indicated
to be insignificant, in which case it will be removed from the
regression equation before adding an additional variable. Thus
the final, best fit,equation includes only the significant vari-
ables.
Certain problems exist in regression analysis which should
be noted here. If an important variable is left out then there
will be a wide range in the error in the estimated value of the
dependent variable, which is maintenance cost. This is due to
the variation in the standard error. The estimate of the regres-
sion coefficients will remain unbiased if the missing independent
variable is uncorrelated. If the "lost" variable does have a
correlation, then there will exist a bias in the regression co-
efficients, as the variables included will pick up the effect
of the excluded one.
The problem of multicollinearity exists when two independent
variables under test are themselves interrelated, as for example
flight cycles and flight hours. Leaving out one of the variables
does not solve the problem as it then may lead to the problem of
the "lost"variable above. If the variable is included, the ef-
fects are 1) the standard error of the regression coefficients
changes with no bias on the regression coefficient itself and
2) a wide distribution in the estimated value of the regression
coefficients exists. Whether a variable should be included de-
pends on how highly the variables are correlated.
Spurious correlation exists when a variable is included
which is not directly related to the case under consideration.
This problem should not be significant since the variables chosen
(the activity levels) should be related to maintenance costs.
Finally the problem caused by errors in the observation of
the independent variable is also quite serious. The problem of
errors in the data is further discussed in Appendix A.
Appendix B describes in more detail the computer program
BMD02R and the statistics available that allow a judgement on the
validity of the regression equations. These statistics include
the F-ratio, R and the standard errors of the coefficients. The
F ratio shows whether the regression equation as a whole is sig-
nificant, i.e., are the independent variables significantly ex-
plaining the dependent variable. The higher the F-Test value,
the more significant is the regression equation as a whole. R
shows the percentage of variance in the dependent variable ex-
plained by the independent variables. The closer R is to unity,
the better is the regression equation statistically. The ratio
of the coefficients to the standard errors of the coefficents
should generally be greater than 2 for statistical validity.
Finally, it should be noted that these statistics should be judged
as a group and not independently. For example a high value of
R by itself is not a good indicator of the validity of the re-
gression equation.
3.3 Case Study: New York Airways
3.3.1 Introduction
The NYA study was the most detailed and exhaustive attempt
to develop separate cost models for rotary wing aircraft sub-
systems (airframe, engine, dynamic system), as well as total air-
craft maintenance cost, due to the availability of data on these
subsystems. The data made available by NYA is given in Appendix
A, Tables A.1-1 through Tables A.1-8. It includes cost, by sub-
system, on labor, material and outside maintenance services
performed for NYA. Operational data included flight hours,
thermal cycles, time between overhaul, and pilot complaints
about the operation of a subsystem. The following subsections
present the results of the regression analysis by subsystem.
Pilot complaints, although clearly not a cause of costs,
was initially included in the study as a variable possibly re-
flecting the amount of unscheduled maintenance performed; i.e.,
if high correlation were found between costs and complaints,
it would be an indication that unscheduled maintenance costs were
a large part of total costs. However, no such correlation was
found and the variable was deleted.
NewYork Airways used Sikorsky S-61L's equipped with two
General Electirc CT58-140-2 turboshaft engines, to serve its
markets around New York City. As shown in Figure 6, five points
were servedwith an average flight time of 8 minutes and average
stage length of 14 miles. Ca c4a
Figure 6 Market served by New York Airways
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Major operational characteristics related to maintenance
costs are listed below
A. S-61L characteristics
W = gross weight = 19,000 lb.
W = weight empty = 11,500 lb.
W = weight of engine = 340 lb. (per engine)
E
W = weight of dynamic system (about 40% of weight empty)
D
= 4600 lb.
W = weight of air-frameAF
= W - W - W (dynamic system not included)
e E D
or W - W (dynamic system included in the airframe)
e E
= &220 lb. or 10820 lb.
T = Sea level equivalent shaft take-off horse power
(per engine) = 1500 shp.
Ne = no. of engines = 2
B. System Char&cteristics
D = CAB trip distance (average) = 14 miles
T = flight time = 7 minutes/trip
T = block time = T + T = flight time + ground man-
euver time = 8 minutes
V = flight speed = D/T = 120 miles/hr.
V = block speed = D/T = 105 miles/hr.b b
1.5 rotor hr. per flight hr. (average)
9 flight o'ycies per flight hr. (average)
3 engine shutdowns per flight hr. (average)
Two cost categories were investigated as the dependent vari-
able, magnitude of cost (per month) and cost per flight hour.
It should be noted that all the derived models are based on month-
ly data and are only good for estimating monthly costs. Generally
speaking yearly cost cannot be estimated by using yearly data in
the models. If the total dollar cost for the year is desired it
can be calculated using the monthly cost based on monthly data and
then adding , or, in a simplermanner, multiplying the constant by 12,
and using yearly data to calculate the yearly cost. This process
can be shown below.
DMC($Jan.) = a0 + a (flt. hrs. Jan.)
+ DMC($Feb.) = a0 + a (flt. hrs. Feb.) (6)
+ DMC($Dec.) = a0 + a (flt. hrs. Dec.)
DMC($Year) = 12 x a + a1 (flt. hrs. Year)
However, if the formulas of dollar of cost per flight hour
are used, it is required to calculate the estimated cost month by
month using the same formula, and then to add to obtain the yearly
cost. The process is shown below.
DMC($Jan.) = (fit. hrs. Jan.) x DMC($/flt. hr. Jan.)
= (fit. hrs. Jan.) x (a0 + a 1 (thermal cycles, Jan.))
DMC($Feb.) = (fit. hrs. Feb.) x (a + a (thermal cycles,
Feb.))
+ DMC($Dec.) = (fit. hrs. Dec.) x (a0 + a1 (thermal cylcles,
Dec.))
DMC($Year) = DMC($Jan.) + DMC($Feb.) + ... DMC(Dec.) (
(7)
(fit. irs. year) x (12 a 0 + a1 (thermal cycles, year))
Finally, two sets of cost estimating models were obtained.
Initially, a model was developed for costs of outside services.
In the second set of formulas, outside services were apportioned
to labor and material cost by using the AIA estimates for airframe
engine and dynamic system costs (.these estimates are developed
in Section 3.7): for airframe maintenance, 75% of the outside
service cost goes to labor and 25% of it goes to material; for
engine maintenance, 55% of the outside service goes to labor and
45% of it goes to material; for the dynamic system, 35% of the
outside service cost goes to labor and 65% of it goes to material.
The data for NYA, after this allocation of outside services, is
given in Table A.1-5. Current dollars were used for the NYA case
study. Figure 7 shows the quarterly expenses of NY Airways for the
three subsystems; approximately equal amounts are spent for each
subsystem.
300
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Figure 7. NYA Operations, Subsystem Quarterly Data
3.3.2 Airframe
The regression formulas for the airframe,. by cost of labor,
material and outside services, as well as the total cost, are
given below.
Airframe Labor Cost
DMC($) = 9762.9 + 14.8 (flight hours) (8)
F ratio = 2.9; R = 0.08; Std. error = 8.7
Using the other cost category, ($/hour), the following results
are obtained:
DMC($/flt. hr.) = 61.2 - 0.02 (thermal cycles) (9)
F ratio = 10.2; R = 0.23; SE = 0.006
The first cost model shows very poor statistical behavior. Equa-
tion (9) is clearly an improvement but R remains low.
Airframe Material Cost
DMC($) = -1253 + 10.06(flight hours)
F = 10.6; R = 0.24; SE = 3.01
(10)
DMC($/flt. hr.) = 3.8 + 0.0028 (thermal cycles) (11)
F = 1.4; R = 0.04; SE = 0.0023
Here Equation (10) has about the same validity-as Equation (9);
Equation (11) is totally unacceptable.
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Airframe Outside Services Cost
DMC($) = -707.8 + 2.74 (thermal cycles) (12)
F = 1.7; R = 0.05; SE = 2.1
DMC($/flt. hr.) = 3.9 + 0.0016 (thermal cycles) (13)
F = 0.1; R = 0.003; SE = 0.005
Neither of the above models for outside services are acceptable
from a statistical viewpoint.
Airframe Overall Cost
DMC($) = 8194 + 31.4 (Flt. Hrs.) (14)
F = 8.5; R = 0.20; SE = 10..8
DMC($/flt. hr.) = 68.9 - 0.02 (thermal cycles) (15)
F = 4; R .= 0.1; SE = 0.008
The better overall airframe cost model, Eq. (14), is of
about the same statistical validity as those for material and
labor; the outside service cost models are not valid. The
outside service cost was then allocated to labor and material
using the technique given earlier, and the following results
were obtained (only the best statistical model is given):
Labor
DMC($/flt. hr.) = 64 - 0.019 (thermal cycles) (16)
F = 8; R = 0.19; SE = 0.007
31
Material
DMC($) = -1331 + 11.7 (flt. hr.) (17)
F = 10; R2 = 0.22; SE = 3.7
As can be seen by comparison with Equations (9) and (10), the
results following the allocation of outside services are slightly
worse, but remain basically the same.
3.3.3 Engine
Engine Labor Cost
- DMC($) = -332 + 2.7 (TBO)
F = 10.5; R = 0.24; SE = 0.8
(18)
DMC($) = -5093 + 3.7 (thermal cycles) + 2.9 (TBO)
F = 7.4; R = 0.31; SE = 1.9 (thermal cycles); 0.8
(19)
(TBO)
DMC($/flt. hr.) = -2.5 + 0.007 (TBO) (20)
F = 14; R2 = 0.29; SE = 0.002
Equation (19) provides the best model for engine labor cost.
Engine Material Cost
DMC($) = -5687 + 4.24 (TBO)
2F = 18-; R 0.35; SE = 1
(21)
DMC($/flt. hr.) = -14 + 0.01 (TBO) (22)
F = 17; R = 0.34; SE = 0.0025
Here Equation (21) is marginally superior to (22); both provide
a reasonable model.
Engine Outside Service Costs
DMC($) = 3057 + 4.9 (TBO) (23)
F = 1.1; R = 0.035; SE = 4.5
DMC($/flt. hr.) = 3.3 + 0.012 (TBO) (24)
F = 1.1; R = 0.03; SE = 0.011
Neither (23) nor (24) are satisfactory statistically.
Engine Overall Cost
DMC($) = -2975 + 11.8 (TBO) (25)
F = 6.3; R = 0.16; SE = 4.7
DMC($/flt. hr.) = -13 + 0.03 (TBO) (26)
2
F = 6.3; R = 0.16; SE = 0.012
Very little difference exists between Equations (25) and (26).
Time between overhaul appears to be the dominant factor in all
engine costs, indicating that scheduled maintenance is a major
proportion of engine costs. Outside service cost models were
once again unsatisfactory; following the allocation of outside
service to labor and material the following results were obtained:
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Labor
DMC($) = 1342 + 5.4 (TBO)
F = 5; R = 0.13; SE = 2.4
(27)
Material
DMC($) = -4317 + 6.5(TBO)
F = 6.8; R = 0.17; SE = 2.5
(28)
Again, comparison with Equations (19) and (21) indicates that
the equations were more valid before allocation of outside ser-
vices took place. TBO remains the dominant factor in engine
costs.
3.3.4 Dynamic System
Dynami.c System Labor Cost
DMC($) = -6746 + 7.7 (TBO)
F = 13; R2 = 0.29; SE = 2.1
DMC{$/flt. hr.) = -13 + 0.016 (TBO)
F = 9; R = 0.21; SE = 0.005
(29)
(30)
Here Equation (29) is somewhat superior to (30).
Dyanamic System Material Cost
DMC($) = -885 + 2.5 (thermal cycles)
F = 2; R = 0.06; SE = 1.8
(31)
DMC($/flt. hr.) = 2.9 + 0.0016 (thermal cycles)
F = 0.2; R = 0.005; SE = 0.004
These material costs appear unrelated to activity levels.
Dynamic System Outside Service Costs
DMC($) = -2495 + 16.3 (thermal cycles)
F = 3; R = 0.09; SE = 8.9
DMC($/flt. hr.) = -6 + 0.03 (TBO)
F = 1.5; R2 = 0.04; SE - 0.02
Again the outside cost models are unsatisfactory.
Dynamic System Overall Costs
DMC($) = 1607 + 18.9 (thermal cycles)
F = 4.4; R = 0.12; SE = 8.9
DMC($/flt. hr.) = -15.5 + 0.05 (TBO)
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)
(36)
F = 3.5; R2 = 0.09; SE = 0.02
Following the reallocation of outside services, the following
results were obtained:
Labor
DMC($) = -7741 + 12.3 (TBO) (37)
F = 7.6; R = 0.18; SE = 4.5
Material
DMC($) = -2507 + 13.2 (thermal cycles) (38)
F = 6; R = 0.15; SE = 5.4
Comparison with Equations (29) and (31) shows that material
model is considerably improved after the outside services are
included.
Since the dynamic system models in particular appeared
unsatisfactory, an attempt was made to develop a dynamic
system model by grouping the monthly data into quarters, thus
perhaps alleviating any problems arising from leading or
lagging data. The following results were obtained (again,
only the best formulas are shown):
Labor
DMC($000) = -22.9 + 0.025 (TBO) (39)
F = 12; R = 0.54; SE = 0.007
Material
DMC($000) = 2.9 + 0.002 (TBO) (40)
F = 0.14; R = 0..01; SE = 0..005
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Outside Service
DMC($000) = -14.9 + 0.043 (TBO) (41)
F = 1.9; R = 0.16; SE = 0.03
Total Cost
DMC($000) = -34.8 + 0.07 (TBO) (42)
F = 5; R = 0.34; SE = 0.03
The results parallel those of the models based upon monthly
data and are not satisfactory either.
3.3.5 Summary of NYA Subsystem Models
Based upon the available NYA data, it was not possible to
derive highly satisfactory models from the statistical view-
point for the subsystems and their labor, material, and out-
side services components based upon the corresponding heli-
copter activity variables. Table 5 summarizes the models
developed.
A comparison was made, on a yearly basis, of thei estimates
obtained by using these models with the actual NYA results
to obtain an overview of the magnitude of the errors that
would result from the use of these formulas for estimating
NYA maintenance costs. The results are shown in Table 6.
Airframe
Engine
Dynamic
System
Labor
Material
Outside
Service
DMC
$/hr.
Constant
61.167T
-1252.884.
-707.822
Flt. Hrs.
Thermal!
Cycles TBO
-0.0199
10. 059.
2.738
___________ 
c41
Total
6
Labor
Material $
Outs ide
Service
Total
8193.582
-5093.12
-5687.445.
3056.613'
-2975.339
31.385
3.669.69
4.243
4.885
11.835
L S .1 1
Labor
Material
Outside
Service
Total
-6746.417
4 I I--
-885.453 2
7.693
.539
,_ _ __ 
__ _
-2494.546
1607.394
16.334
118.782
Table 5
Models for Helicopter Maintenance Costs Based
upon NYA Activity Variables
1971 1972 1973
MIT
Formulas Actual MIT Actual MIT Actual
Labor 195527 186355 191528 195189 195110 201469
Material 38753 34003 36218 34386 37626 44207A ir frame ... .. - -..-
Outside 30713 31422 30004 24643 30691 29887
Service
Subtotal 266142 251780 258233 254218 262627 275563
Labor 59630 63090 78976 60057 86753 102222
Engine Material 31701 30500 62099 62614 74319 75023
Outside 151759 153963 186758 234587 200827 150904
Service
Subtotal 243084 247553 327871 357258 361956 328149
Labor 46718 48043 57519 49867 71367 77726
rynamic Material 25731 33942 25073 22569 25711 20006
System Outside 203934 174711 199703 210539 203803 222189
Service
Subtotal 288202 256696 283337 282975 288051 319921
Comparison of Estimates and Actual Costs at NYATable 6
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Thermal
DMC Constant Flt. Hrs. Cycles TBO
Airframe Labor $/ t. 64.12065 -0.01877
Material $ -1331.72021 11.69797
Engine Labor $ 1341.51563 5.39114
Material $ -4316.83203 6.44399
Dynamic Labor $ -7740.77344 12.25932
System Material $ -2506.86719 13.15716
Table 7 ,.'Modified Formulas for Helicopter Maintenance Cost
1971
MIT Actual
1972
V i I
MIT
_ I I I ---
Airframe Labor
Material
219198
46568
"I I I
Engine Labor
143092
209921 213769
_____________ I I
41859
147770
43620
181714
I I 4
Material 99992 99783
______________L -4 4
Dynamic
System
Labor
Material
110567 109192
146157
127779
Actual
213671
40547
189080
168178
123556
1973
MIT Actual
218'61 223884
45258 51679
197240 185219
164716 142930
149845 !155492
4 4 I -i -- I---*-~-~~~*---- --
158288 147504 154881 159419 158183 164429
____________________ 
____________________ 
j I I _______________ a _________________________
Estimates and Comparisons Based upon
Modified Formulas
Table 8
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A similar comparison is shown using the formulas developed
when outside services were absorbed into the labor and mate-
rial categories. The models are shown in Table 7 and the
comparisons in Table 8. Again, although the formulas are
not highly satisfactory statistically, they do reflect reason-
ably accurately the costs experienced by NYA.
In particular, it should be noted that the analysis of
NYA data does not result in the expected model
cost = a + b/TBO
or a maintenance cost decrease as time between overhaul in-
creases. Since this relationship is assumed to hold for schedul-
ed maintenance (as noted in Section 2), it appears that in NYA
operations unscheduled maintenance costs completely mask this
relationship, and the resulting formulas reflect only a cor-
relation of the data, but no causality. Factors other than TBO,
thermal cycles, and flight hours are apparently responsible
for the direct maintenance costs at NYA; unfortunately the data
base obtained from NYA did not contain any other explanatory
variables.
3.4 Case Study: SFO Helicopter
3.4.1 Introduction
SFO Helicopter currently operates a feeder service to
San Francisco. International Airport from Oakland Internation-
al Airport (8 minute block time),,Emeriville (10 min.), and
Marin City (12 min.) In the past it had also offered service
to points in the San Francisco peninsula,but financial
losses forced SFO to eliminate service to those markets.
Data for SFO were obtained from quarterly reports filed
by SFO from 1968-1974 with the CAB on Form 41, as well as
other CAB statistics, and are summarized in Tables A.2-1
through A.2-4. Because of this reliance on CAB data, no sub-
system (engine, etc.) datawere available. Figure 8 presents
some of this information. As can be seen, from 1968 to 1971
a substantial drop in available seat miles appears, reflecting
th. above noted retrenchment of operations.
3.4.2 Analysis of Quarterly Data
Figure 8 indicates possible high correlation between the
various activity variables,i.e., available seat miles, revenue
hours and number of departures per quarter. Using a linear
model of the type: DMC = f(asm, no. of -departures, rev. hrs.)
the following results were obtained:
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Correlation Matrix
DMC ASM Departures Rev. Hrs.
DMC 1.0 0.928 0.901 0.929
ASM 1.0 0.990 0.986
Departures 1.0 0.981
Rev. Hrs. 1.0
The correlation matrix verifies the high degree of correlation
that was anticipated. The regression formula, using only one
variable, was:
DMC($000/qt) = -26.8 + 0.184(Rev. Hrs./qt) (43)
2
F = 138; R = 0.86; SE = 0.016
This model is clearly highly satisfactory from a statistical
viewpoint, indicating strong correlation between quarterly costs
and flight hours.
Using the SFO quarterly data, an attempt was also made
to relate productivity, asm/hr, to hourly maintenance costs,
$/rev. hr., and to unit costs, C/asm. The dependent and
independent variables are shown in Figure 9. No significant
correlation was found between productivity and maintenance
costs using this set of data.
3.4.3 Analysis of Yearly Data
An attempt was made to formualte a slightly different
ASM (OOO) DMC DMC
Rev. Hr. C/ASM 4/Rev.Hr.
1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974
SFO Operations, Quarterly, 68-74Figure 9.
model using the available yearly data on SFO S-61 operations,
1966-1973. A model was postulated of the form: DMC($/hr.)=
f(average no. of aircraft in fleet, utilization (rev. hrs/day),
productivity (asm/hr.)). The following results were obtained:
DMC($/block hr.) = 63.8 + 26.2 (av. a/c) (44)
F = 10; R = 0.67; SE = 8.2
and following the addition of rev. hrs./day
DMC($/block hour) = 81.2 + 29(av. a/c) - 6.5 (rev. hrs/day) (45)
F = 9.4; R = 0.82; SE = 7 (av.a/c), 3.5 (rev. hrs/day)
Both of the above models are quite satisfactory. To see how
closely the magnitude of the actual costs for SFO was approxi-
mated by the above formulas, the comparison for four years
was made in Table 9.
Table 9
SFO(DMC$/block hr.)
Estimates
Actual Formula (45) Formula (44)
1970 156.09 160.56 155.52
1971 146.05 147.93 142.42
1972 148.50 146.24 142.42
1973 151.11 143.45 142.42
As can be seen, both models are accurate to better that 10%.
Although, for reasons noted earlier, it would be unrealistic
for a model derived from the data of one operator to be very
accurate for another, the above models were used on the equi-
valent NYA data to see just how well/poorly this type of cross-
fitting of models would work out. The results are shown in
Table 10.
Table 10
NYA(DMC$/block hr.)
Estimates
Actual Formula (45) Formula (44)
1970 122.17 123.49 126.70
1971 119.54 156.40 155.52
1972 132.31 167.77 163.38
1973 144.97 174.09 168.62
Table 10 indicates that the models of SFO operations have great
variability when applied to NYA; their accuracy is about 1%
to 25%.
3.5 Case Study: Total U.S. Helicopter Operations, Scheduled
Based upon yearly CAB data on all U.S. Helicopter operators
(1962-72), and excluding nonscheduled services (Table A.3-3)
models based upon hourly costs DMC($/hr.) = f(productivity
(asm/hr.)) and unit costs DMC(C/asm) = f (productivity) pro-
duced the following results, using current dollars:
DMC($/hr.) = 29 + 0.055 (asm/rev. hr.) (46)
F = 95; R = 0.91; SE = 0.006
DMC(C/asm) = 8.95 - 0.00093 (asm/rev. hr.) (47)
F = 14; R = 0.61; SE = 0.00025
Both of the above are statistically satisfactory models.
To see how well the group models apply to any individual
airline, the comparison in Table 11 was made.
Table 11
SFO NYA
$/Rev. hr. C/ASM $/Rev. hr. C/ASM
Actual Estimate Actual Estimate Actual Estimate Actual Estimate
70 162.3 173.2 6.197 6.506 183.2 187.0 6.385 6.272
71 153.6 172.8 5.882 6.513 184.2 187.8 6.384 6.258
72 155.0 166.9 6.190 6.613 177.5 180.5 6.451 6.382
73 156.1 156.1 6.758 6.695 190.8 189.6 6.540 6.228
Table 11 shows that using the group models to determine
maintenance costs of a particular operator may still yield
errors on the order of 15%, using either hourly costs or unit
costs.
Equation (47) also lends statistical credence to the hypo-
thesis mentioned in Section 3.2 and indicated in Figure 4 --
that increasing the productivity of rotary wing aircraft will
lead to a decrease in the cost of direct maintenance of these
aircraft, as measured by (C/asm).
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3. 6 Case Study: Eastern Air Lines
For a comparison of helicopters with fixed wing aircraft in
scheduled commercial service, an attempt was made to determine
the maintenance cost relationships of two aircraft types in the
Eastern Air Lines fleet, the Electra (L-188) and the DC-9 series
of aircraft. The Electra was chosen to compare a large turbo-
prop airplane with the S-61; the DC-9-10/30 was initially studied in the
short-haul jet aircraft fora comparison with the Electra on
Eastern's system.
Certain anomalies should be noted about the data on the air-
craft (extracted from CAB Form 41) during the period in question
(see Tables A.4-l through A.4-4). The number of Electras in
Eastern's fleet is down to less than 20 (in both domestic and
Latin America service; about 40 Electras were in service in 1968
on EAL routes); the utilization is only about 2 hours per day
at an average stage length of about 200 miles, ave. speed of 200 mph.
There is considerable variation in the raw data on the L-188,
both domestic and L. America, (see Tables A.4-1, 2) leading to
the hope that regression analysis on this data would produce
statistically reasonable results.
In comparison the DC-9-30 data on Latin America is largely
useless (see Table A.4-4) due to the limited amount of service
there. Domestically, the DC-9-10/30 number about 80 airplanes,
flying between 7-8 hours/day, at an average stage length of
about 350 miles, at an average block speed of about 320 mph.
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Conversely, there is very little variation in the DC-9 quarterly
operational data during the period 1971-1973 (see Table A.4-4),
and regression analysis lead to very poor results. Due to
the differences in operations and the poor regression results
on the DC9-10/30, further comparisons of the DC-9 with the
Electra were not made and the EAL case study centered upon
various comparisons between the Electra and the S-61 of NYA.
The most representative formulas obtained from regression
analysis on EAL Electra data were the following:
Latin American Operations, Airframe
DMC($000/qt) = 2.24 + 0.124 (airborne hrs./qt) (48)
F = 209; R = 0.95; SE = 0.009
Latin American Operations, Engine
DMC($000/qt) 6.34 + 0.117 (airborne hrs./qt) (49)
F = 182; R = 0.95; SE = 0.009
A comparison of actual and estimated costs using the above
formulas for EAL Domestic, L. American and the S-61 operations
of NYA is shown in Table 12 for the years 1971-73.
Table 12 indicates that the models based upon Electra Latin
American results are good to within 20% for estimating the
other two maintenance costs, indicating the possibility that
turboprop equipment of varying sizes may have similar cost
structures.
This comparison of Electra and S-61 operations is extended
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Table 12
Comparison of Costs using Electra Cost Models
1971
Air- 1972
frame
1973
1971Per
En- 1972
gine
1973
L188 Domestic
Actual Estimate
1818902 1831781
1878172 1669210
1417623 1591777
526115 434586
405638 396393
383217 368201
L188 L.
Actual
86529
370631
572784
22899
85312
144981
America
Estimate
81278
376082
566240
23333
92592
137269
S-61 NYA
Actual Estimate
508476 653636
537193 635366
595484 651524
123776
178629
164074
157799
153507
157303
in Tables 13 and 14. Table 13.shows the total costs and oper-
ational data for the three systems. In a/c miles and airborne
hrs., in 1972 the L. American EAL operation was comparable to
NYA, and the total airframe and engine costs, although dis-
tributed among different categories, were also comparable. A
more detailed comparison using a variety of cost measures is
shown in Table 14. The size of the aircraft is seen to be a
dominant feature of costs when reflected in available seat
mile cost measures. Again, the comparison of the Electra and
the S-61 leads support to the hypothesis that when future
rotary wing aircraft are built than are larger that the S-61,
their maintenance costs, as measured on a 0/asm basis, will
be considerably less.
L-188 L-188
S-61L Domest.c/Canadian Latin American
1971 1972 1973 1971 1972 1973 1971 1972 1973
Airframe Labor 234398 245056 279195 1287286 1429817 966757 63210 267082 380577
(Dynamic Syster Materia 67945 56955 64213 465543 413935 400667 20576 90709 171811
Included) Outside 206133 235182 252076 66073 34420 50199 2743 12843 20396
Subtotal 508476 527193 595484 1818902 1878172 1417623 86529 370631 572784
Labor 63090 60057 102222 735984 667515 530804 32057 156361 207707
Engines Material 30500 62614 75023 1275596 890748 924195 55117 171071 342790
Outside 153963 234587 150904 92880 64288 77870 4423 13817 29429
_Subtotal 247553 357258 328149 2104460 1622551 1532869 91597 341249 579926
Total 756029 894451 923633 3923362 3500723 2950492 178126 711880 1152710
ASM (000) 14952 13881 15088 295095 267186 241724 12604 67683 105308
A/C Miles Flown 555000 517000 558000 3365187 3050718 2753887 144956 779240 1212947
A/C Airborne hrs. 5187 5040 5170 14666 ]3358 12735 582 2954 4484
Comparisons between S-61L of NYA and L188: of EALTable 13
S-61L L-188 Domestic/Canadian L-188' Latin America
1971 1972 1973 1971 1972 1973 1971 1972 1973
DMC/ASM 0.05056 0.06444 0.06122 0.01330 0.01310 0.01221 0.01413 0.01052 0.01095
DMC/A/C 1.3622 1.7300 1.6552 1.1658 1.1475 1.0713 1.2288 0.9135 0.9503
miles
DMC/ 145.7545 177.4704 178.6524 267.5141 262.0693 231.6837 306.0584 240.9887!257.0718
airborne I
hr.
DMC(Air- 0.03401 0.03870 0.03947 0.00617 0.00703 0.00586 0.00687 0.00548 0.00544
frame/
ASM
DMC(air- 98.0289 106.5359 115.1806 124.0217 140.70271111.3170 148.6752 125.4675 127.7395
frame/hr.
DMC(All 0.01656 0.02574 0.02175 0.00713 0.00607 10.00634 0.00727 0.00504 0.00507
Engines/
ASM) _ -
DMC(All 47.7256 70.8845 63.4717 143.4925 121.46661120.3667 157.3932 115.5209 129.3322
ngines/
Comparisons between S-61L of NYA and L-188 of EALTable 14
3.7 Past Maintenance Cost Models: Lockheed-NYA and AIA
3.7.1 Introduction
The first method used to evaluate maintenance costs
for conventional aircraft was published by the Air Transport
Association of America (ATA) in 1944. This model was based upon
the cost and weight of the airframe) cost, thrust and num-
ber of engines;and an assumed labor rate. This formula has been
periodically revised, with the introduction of tur-boprop and
turbojet aircraft. In 1967 Lockheed and NYA revised the ATA
formula to reflect helicopter experience.*
The NYA-Lockheed formula did not specifically break out
the dynamic systems costs. The AIA developed a different method
in 1968 which remedied the above fault.** Since the above two
models do not have associated with them statistics on their
validity, the only comparison possible is on the basis of how
well they estimate the magnitudes of the maintenance costs rel-
ative to the models developed in this study. The sections below
describe the NYA and AIA formulas in detail and are used to pro-
vide an estimate of NYA costs for 1971-1973.
* Stoewel, R. F. (Lockheed-California) and Gallagher, J. E.
(NY Airways), A Standard Method for Estimating VTOL Operating
Expense, presented to AIAA Conference, October 1967.
** Standard Method of Estimating Comparative Direct Operating
Costs of Turbine Powered VTOL Transport Aircraft, Aerospace
Industries Association of America, Inc. December 1968
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3.7.2 Lockheed - NYA Method
There are two categories, airframe and engine, with the
dynamic system included in the airframe. For each category cost
is divided into labor and material. The formula is illustrated
below.
DIe C o s t_____
I
Al Ja tne
Airframe Maintenanci
1. Labor
man hours/rotor hr. = 3.0 + 2.0 (Waf /104 ) 1/2+
man hours/flight cycle = 0.2 + 0.2 (Waf/104 ) 1/2+
man hours/engine shutdown = 0,.1 + 0.1 (Waf /104 )1/2
where Waf = weight of airframe (aircraft - engine)
2. Material
$/rotor hr. = 4 + 4 Caf/106 +
$/flight cycle = 0.6 + 0.6 Caf/106 +
/I k n Wate Yb, cL
$/engine shutdown = 0.3 + 0.3 Caf/106
where Caf = Cost of airframe
Engine
1. Labor
man hours/rotor hr. = (0.55 + 0.025 T/103 ) Ne +
man hours/flight cycle = (0.2 + 0.02 T/10 3) Ie +
man hours/engine shutdown = (0.1 + 0.01 T/10 3 N~e
Where T = Sea level equivalent shft take off h.p.
NE = No. of engines
2. Material
$/rotor hr. = 2.1 Ne Ce/105 +
$/flight cycle = 1.3 Ne Ce/10 5
$/engine shutdown = 0.7 Ne Ce/105
Where Ce = Cost of engine
Application to N.Y. Airways data
Making the following assumptions:
Caf/Waf = $70/lb.
Ce/T = $50/ shp
labor rate = $5.54 1971
= $5.94 1972
= $6.64 1973
and based on the data in Section 3.3 the method of calculation
of maintenance costs using this formula is shown in Table 15.
labor = 5.0804 man hrs./rotor hr. + 0.40804 man hrs./flt. cycle
+ 0.20402 man hrs./engine shutdown
Airframe
material = 7.0296 $/rotor hr. + 1.05444 $/flt. cycle
+ 0.52722 $/engine shutdown
labor = 1.175 man hrs./rotor hr. + 0.46 man hrs./flt. cycles
+ 0.23 man hrs./engine shutdown
Engine
material = 3.15 $/rotor hr. + 1.95 $/flt. cycle
+ 1.05 $/engine shutdown
Table .15 Maintenance cost breakdown by Lockheed-N,Y. Airways Formula
For a comparison with actual costs, there are two things
that should be noted. One is that in this formula the cost
of dynamic system maintenance is included in airframe maintenance.
The other is that there is no outside service cost in this form-
ula. For comparison, first the actual cost of airframe and dynamic
systems must be aggregated. Then outside service cost must be
allocated into labor and material cost. The allocation ratio is
determined by the labor/material ratio calculated from the
Lockheed - NYA formula. For example, in 1971, the actual and
formula-estimated costs for airframe (dynamic system included)
maintenance are as follows:
Labor Material Outside Service
Actual 234398 67945 206133
Lockheed 350693 114669
Then the new cost breakdown is calculated as follows:
Labor = 234398 + 206133 ( 35693+
114669
Material = 67945 + 206133 (350693 + 114669
shows the original actual cost and the estimates.Tab le 16
Airframe Engine
Labor Material Labor Material
1971 Actual 389720 118736 153943 93610
Lockheed 350693 114669 193089 134138
1972 Actual 425244 111939 202404 
154854
Lockheed 358798 109487 197841 128252
1973 Actual 477276 118208 197744 
130405
Lockheed 411932 112292 227026 131633
Table 16 Lockheed - NYA Model and Actual NYA Data
Table 16 shows that despite its relative simplicity, the
old Lockheed - NYA model is relatively accurate in most cate-
gories, although not as accurate as the new models determined
in Section 3.3 (as shown in Table 6 ). The largest drawback
to this simple model is that it does not separately estimate
dynamic system costs.
IIIMNII INIII Iii  i W
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3.7.3 AIA Method
This set of formulas has the maintenance costs split into
three categories, namely airframe, engine and dynamic system and
for each category costs are divided into labor and material. All
the costs are in terms of dollar per mile. The structure of the
formula is shown below.
lDveet mmtenance Cost
A~ fvoa 01 En3'%e (JIq O '
Ijte
La be, Mae ,I1 LIa bohYIateYa
Airframe
1. Labor
Cam = (KFHaf f KFcaf L
D
- ($/statute miles)
where KFcaf = labor man hrs. / flt. hrs.
=0.05 W + 6 -
1000 af
630
(Waf/1000) + 120
L a beo Watleyi
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K FHaf = labor man hrs./flt. hr.
= 0,59 + K
FCa f
RL = labor rate ($/man hr.)
T = flight time
D = CAB trip distance (statue mile)
Waf = basic weight empty of the aircraft less dynamic
system and engines
2. Material
C = CFHaf f + CFCaf
am D
where CFHaf = material cost $/flight hr.
= 3.08 C /106
af
CFCaf = material cost $/fligh cycle
= 6.24 C /106
af
Caf = cost of aircraft excluding dynamic system and engines ($)
T = flight time (hr.)
D = trip distance (mile)
Engine
1. Labor
K T + K
C = FHe f FCe (R)
am D L
where KFHe f = (0.65 + 0.03T/l0 3).(4500/TBO)0.8
= labor man hrs./flight hr.
T = flight time (hr.)
T = maximum take off equivalent shaft horsepower
TBO = Time between overhaul for engine
,Ce = (0.3 + 0.03T/103) Ne labor man hr./flt. cycleCe cr
RL = labor rate ($/man hr.)
D = trip distance (mile)
N cr = no. of engines
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2. Material
C T + C
_ FHe f FCe
C =
am D
where CFHe = material cost $/flight hr.
= 2.5 Necr (Cecr/105 )(4500/TBO)0'8
C FCe = material cost $/flight cycle
F~e 5
= 2.0 Necr (Cecr/10 )
T = flight time (hr.)
D = trip distance (mile)
Necr = no. of cruise engines
Cecr = cost of one cruise engine
TBO = time between overhaul for engines
Dynamic system
1. Labor
C
am
(K T K + K K2) (R )
FHds f 1 FCds 2 T
where KFHds
KFCds
RL
T f
K 1
K
2
WdS
TBO
= labor man hrs./flight hr.
= 0.000302 WdS(0.74 + 267/TBO)
= labor man hrs./flight cycle
= 0.0335 KFHd
= labor rate ($/man hr.)
= flight time (hr.)
= constant = 1 for dynamic system used during entire flt.
= constant = 1 for dynamic system used during entire flt.
= weight of the dynamic system
= time between overhaul for dynamic system
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2. Material
C FHdsT fK + CFcdsK
Cam D
where CFHds
CFcds
D
T f
K
K
2
Cds
= material cost $/flight hr.
= (3.0 + 0.000058 Cds) (0.27 + 571/TBo)
= material cost $/flight cycle
= 0.0335 CFHds
= trip distance (mile)
= flight time (hr.)
= 1 (for dynamic system used during entire flight)
= 1 (for dynamic system used during entire flight)
= cost of the dynamic system
Applications of the AIA formula to NYA Data
In addition to the data supplied in Section 3.3,
some additional coefficients are required for the formula:
labor rate (R ) $ 5.54 1971
$ 5.94 1972
$ 6.64 1973
airframe cost(C af af), dynamic system cost (Cds/Wds)
$ 70/lb 1971
$ 75/lb 1972
$ 80/lb 1973
engine cost ( ecr / T)
$ 50/lb
$ 55/lb
$ 60/lb
Estimation of yearly maintenance
shown in Table 17.
1971
1972
1973
costs can now be accomplished.and is
Yearly Maintenance Cost Estimates by AIA. Formula
Airframe Engine Dynamic System
labor material labor material labor material
$/mile 0.5581 0.2052 0.3352 0.2749 0.0771 0.1586
1971
total $ 376004 138248 225832 185206 51944 106852
$/mile 0.5984 0.2198 0.3467 0.2896 0.0811 0.1605
1972
total $ 384155 141105 222571 185915 52064 103036
$/mile 0.6689 0.2345 0.3833 0.3118 0.0891- 0.1607
1973
total $ 441213 154679 252829 205666 58.71 105999
Table 17
In order to make the comparisons between actual cost and formula
estimation,the outside service cost must be allocated again into
labor and material costs. The proportionality ratio is determined
by the labor/material ratio indicated by the AIA formula estimates.
For example, in 1971, the airframe actual cost and estimated cost are
as follows:
Labor Material Outside Service
Actual 186355 34003 31422
AIA 376004 138248
The new cost breakdown is calculated as follows:
376004
Labor = 186355 + 31422 ( 376004 + 138248
3704138248
Material = 34003 + 31422 ( 138248376004 + 138248~
Airframe
Material
Engine
Labor Material
Dynamic System
Labor Material
1971 Actual 209328 :42449 147678 99875 105191 151505
AIA 376004 138248 225832 185206 51944 106852
1972 Actual 213210 41005 187860 169398 120524 162451
AIA 384155 141105 222571 185915 52064 103036
1973 Actual 223598 51965 125232 142718 156959 162451
AIA 441213 154679 252829 205666 58771 105999
Table 18 AIA Formula Estimates
Labor
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Table 18 shows that the AIA formula appears to be inadequate
to estimate maintenance costs. The airframe and engine components
are substantially overestimated; the dynamic system costs are all
underestimated. Although part of the difficulty may be the method
of allocation of outside services, both components (labor and mate-
rial) are substantially lower.
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4. THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY ON MAINTENANCE COSTS
The preceding sections have covered the maintenance cost
aspect from an empirical and quantitative point of view, and
have necessarily relied upon data on existing aircraft. Since
projections into the future are basically qualitative, the dis-
cussion of the current and future state of the art in technology,and
consequent improvements in the reliability and maintainability
of rotary wing aircraft has been deferred to a separate chapter.
This section, then,will cover likely changes in maintenance costs
from three separate, although interrelated viewpoints: aircraft de-
sign,components, and materials.
The basic aircraft flown in commercial scheduled operations
and considered in this study was the Sikorsky S-61 (CH3 in its
military designation) -- a design that is over 15 years old.
Since that time many new helicopter designs, preliminary and
final, have appeared. Many new helicopters have also been built,
although none specifically for the large civilian transport
market.
In the small helicopter field, Table 19 indicates that
current maintenance costs of corporate helicopters, as a per-
centage of direct operating costs, is quite small. However,
postulating total operating hours for these small aircraft that are
more representative of scheduled airline operations, (2000-
3000 hours), the maintenance costs once again reach the typical
25%-35% of DOC.
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Table 19
Typical Small Helicopter Cost Analysis*
Single Engine
(Piston - 2 Seats)
Single Engine Twin Turbine
(Turbine,4 seats) (VFR, 8 seats)
Equipped Price $80,000 200,000 820,000
Fixed Annual
Costs
a. Depreciation 8,000 20,000 82,000
b. Insurance 5,500 12,000 44,000
Total Fixed Costs/ 13,500 32,000 126,000
Year
Hourly Costs:
Fuel and Oil
Maintenance:
Labor
Material -
unscheduled
Material -
scheduled
Total Hourly Costs
Fixed Costs at
300 hr/yr
Total Cost @
300 hr/yr.
$14.50
3.50
1.50
3.00
19.00
3.50
6.00
22.00
50.50
106.50
157.00
22.50
45.00
67.50
80.00
11.50
4.00
55.00
151.00
420.00
571.00
*Source: FLIGHT International
In the larger aircraft category, various military helicop-
ters have been built, of which civilian versions have been
marketed, with varying degrees of enthusiasm, by the manufactur-
ers. Sikorsky has in the past proposed versions of the CH-53
(designed roughly 5 years after the S-61) in various configur-
ations.* One, under the civilian designation of S-65-40, was
designed for 46 passengers, and its direct maintenance cost
(assuming 2500 hrs.) was once again estimated at 35% of DOC.
Other more recent large rotary wing aircraft designs in-
clude the Army's utility tactical transport aircraft system
(UTTAS) being built by both Boeing (YUH-61A, civilian designa-
tion Vertol 179) and Sikorsky (YUH-60A, civilian designation
S-70C). Military requirements for increases in reliability and
maintainability are likely to be'responsible for increased
economic efficiency on the part of civilian operators also.
The UTTAS aircraft designs have generally a smaller cross sec-
tion (reduced drag) and less structural weight per payload
compared to the older aircraft, resulting in overall smaller
DOC's.
Sikorsky has noted the following major improvements in
aircraft component design that should directly reduce mainten-
ance costs of aircraft incorporating similar technologies;
a) Main and tail rotors that require no lubrication. Main
rotor articulation is by dual sets of elastomeric bearings and
*Sikorsky will be demonstrating around the U.S., in early 1975,
an S-65 reconfigured under NASA contract as a Civil Helicopter
Research Aircraft intended to develop helicopter ride quality
criteria.
II
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the tail rotor is a graphite composite beam with enough flexi-
bility for pitch changes without joints.
b) Modular main gear box that is 200 lbs. lighter and has 38%
fewer total parts that the S-61 main gearbox though both operate
in the same general power range. Tail and intermediate gear
boxes are grease packed and sealed for life, and disk-type tail
rotor drive system couplings require no lubrication.
c) Main rotor blades are constructed with titanium spars and
a trailing edge section of glass fiber skins bonded to Nomex
honeycomb. Leading edges of the S-70 blade are nickel coated
to resist abrasion.
d) Another earlier innovation the S-70 will incorporate is a
bifilar absorber to reduce rotor vibration effects throughout
the structure. The self-tuning main rotor bifilar absorber
reduces viabration due to inplane rotor excitations at their
source, the main rotor. The transmissibility of rotor forces
decreases as the rotor head response increases. This character-
istic of the bifilar absorber provides the ability to operate
on resonances without excessive vibration levels. The bifilar
is mechanically simple and has been proved in production. Its
reliability has been demonstrated in 75,000 hours of continuous
service on Sikorsky commercial S-61 helicopters and over 60,000
hours on military aircraft.
For-its UTTAS.program, Boeing is developing a hingeless
rotor system using a new glass fiber blade with a new airfoil.
The blade has demonstrated an increase in lift and should elim-
inate past blade problems such as those that have been caused
by aluminum box skin cracks at a high rate in critical stress
areas from fatigue and corrosion. Spar corrosion, aluminum
honeycomb corrosion and sensitivity to small defects have all
been problem factors. The new glass fiber blade will have a
titanium leading edge, replaceable nickel erosion cap and nose
balance weight, a Nomex honeycomb core, and glass fiber D spar
and trailing edge wedge. The blades do not corrode, and environ-
mental degradation is insignificant.
Recent developments at Bell Helicopter which indicate a
similar commitment to design improvements for larger corporate
helicopters (such as the twin turbine engine Model 222 seating 8)
which should reduce maintenance costs include such items as a
c.ompletely dry main rotor hub, employing elastomeric bearings,
and the nodalized main rotor suspension system which sharply
reduces the rotor-induced vibrations that can be transmitted to
the airframe structure.
Some general developments that have evolved since the
design of the S-61 include:a) increased use of titanium and
composite materials (glass fiber reinforced epoxy and graphite
fiber-reinforced epoxy), which should result in greater strength
and durability at less weight and require less maintenance;
b) influence of reliability on design rather that the previous
emphasis on payload improvement and weight reduction, reflected
in such items as increased testing of all components prior to
installation in the aircraft, which should show overall increases
in component and system TBO's for rotary wing aircraft.
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Although all the above changes indicate that direct main-
temance costs should decrease for future rotary wing aircraft,
attempts to quantify this decrease are largely in the nature
of other technological forecasts, with all their attendant dangers.
Only after operational experience of these still relatively com-
plex aircraft systems can a definitive answer be given to the
question of absolute cost reduction.
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study addressed the topic of direct maintenance costs
of VTOL aircraft in scheduled passenger operations through empir-
ical analysis of available data. Various maintenance cost esti-
mating models have been constructed, with varying amounts of
statistical credibility. In general the formulas, when applied
to the airline systems that were used to generate the models,
showed good overall accuracy when compared to models developed
in the past. Lack of a greater data base on subsystems (engine,
airframe, dynamic system) rather than any inherent faults of
analysis methods appears to be responsible for the lack of more
satisfactory statistical validity.
No one generic model on overall aircraft costs held with
equal accuracy for all case studies in question. However, for
the unit cost measure C/asm, a relationship of the form direct
maintenance cost = f(productivity measured in available seat
miles per hour) showed promise and should be extended when more
operational data becomes available. This model of Section 3.5, --
O/asm = a - b(asm/hr.)
indicated that in the region of current operations of the U.S.
scheduled helicopter fleet, increased productivity (higher
speeds, larger aircraft) may lead to decreased maintenance
costs. Similarly, operations at greater average stage lengths
appeared to be promising, for when cost measures for helicopters
were considered that took trip length into account, VTOL dir-
ect maintenance costs appeared comparable to those of fixed wing
turboprop aircraft (Section 3.1).
The models developed here should allow planners to tentatively
estimate the likely maintenance costs arising from the introduc-
tion of future rotary wing aircraft into commercial transportation
systems. To the degree that sybsystems of these new aircraft are
similar to the ones analyzed here, this step can now be taken with
a reasonable amount of confidence. For example, if the aircraft
are powered by turbine engines of similar technology, the engine
maintenance costs are likely to be close to the ones estimated
from the models given in this report.
Considerably more subsystem (transmissions, gearboxes, rotor
blades, propellers, etc.) data has to be analyzed before similar
statements can be made about the total maintenance costs of future
aircraft. The S-61 design, the primary aircraft analyzed within
this study, is over 15 years old, and rotary wing technology has
made considerable progress since then, as noted in Section 4.
A caveat is in order here also: although designs look good on
paper, only operational experience will ultimately produce re-
liable data. To obtain models better than the ones developed
here not only should more subsystem data be analyzed, but a
greater population of aircraft should be included in the studies.
It is recommended that the data on rotary wing aircraft used
by the military services be used in any further efforts, as the
military services have both a larger population of aircraft and
considerably more data on subsystem maintenance. Extrapolation
to future rotary wing aircraft can then be made with greater con-
fidence.
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Appendix A -- Data Base
A.l Introduction
This Appendix presents in detail the data used for the deriva-
tion of the empirical models during the course of this study.*
This detail is presented to enable other researchers who may be
performing comparable studies to have a larger data base from
which to work.
A.2 CAB Form 41 Data
CAB Form 41 contains some items related to maintenance which
should be clearly understood because they are a large part of
helicopter operators' expenses...
The pertinent instructions regarding maintenance are repro-
duced below from Section 5-4 of the CAB's Uniform System of Ac-
counts and Reports:
(f) Each air carrier shall adopt procedures
of accounting for airframe and aircraft en-
gine overhauls as will effectively result in
the allocation of total maintenance expense
between accounting periodsin accordance with
the use of airframes and aircraft engines.
When overhauls are scheduled in such a man-
ner as will produce a relatively equitable
allocation of maintenance costs between
accounting periods, the cost of each over-
haul may be expensed directly as performed.
*The CAB Green Book is the monthly Air Carrier Traffic Statistics
Report; the Yellow Book is the quarterly Air Carrier Financial
Statistics report and the Red Book is the yearly Aircraft Operat-
ing Cost and Performance Report.
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Under circumstances in which overhaul pro-
cedures are such that the direct expensing
of overhaul costs will not result in an
equitable allocation of total maintenance
costs as between different accounting per-
iods the air carrier shall apply, consitent-
ly with respect to all airframe and engine
types for which direct expensing of overhaul
costs will not effectively produce an equit-
able allocation of cost, the accounting pro-
cedures set forth in paragraph (g) of this
section 5-4. For the purposes of this system
of accounts and reports, an airframe or air-
craft engine "overhaul" shall be deemed to
encompass the total of those inspections or
replacements of major components performed
in piecemeal phases, or in one operation, as
are required to be performed at specified
maximum periodic intervals by the Civil Air
Regulations to recertify that airframes or
aircraft engines are in a completely air-
worthy condition. Costs which attach to the
routine replacement of minor parts and serv-
icing orinspection of airframes and aircraft
engines, performed on a recurrent but not
scheduled basis, or on a scheduled basis with-
out withdrawal form line service, to maintain
airframes and aircraft engines in operating
condition, shall not be considered to be
"overhauls", but shall be expensed directly
as ordinary recurrent maintenance....
(g) The accounting procedures in this para-
graph (g) shall be observed as a consistent
practice with respect to all airframe or air-
craft engine types for which the direct ex-
pensing of overhaul costs will not effective-
ly produce an equitable allocation of costs
between accounting periods in accordance with
the use of airframes or aircraft engines:
(1) With respect to owned airframes or
aircraft engines, profit and loss account 72
Flight Equipment Airworthiness Provisions shall
be charged each quarterly accounting period
and balance sheet account 1629 Flight Equip-
ment Airworthiness Reserves shall be concur-
rently credited with recurrent provisions
for all costs associated with overhauls,
which are not otherwise recurrently expensed
and are necessary to place overhaul costs on
a full accrual basis. Separate subaccounts
shall be established for recording reserves
accumulated with respect to airframes and air-
craft engines, respectively. That portion
of the recurrent charges representing pro-
visions for labor, materials and outside
overhaul costs shall be entered in profit
and loss account 5272. That portion repre-
senting provisions for maintenance burden
shall be entered in profit and loss account
5372.
(2) When overhauls are performed, the
related cost of labor, materials outside
overhauls, and maintenance burden shall be
charged against the applicable flight equip-
ment airworthiness reserve. Profit and loss
account 5272 Flight Equipment Airworthiness
Provisions shall be concurrently credited
with the applicable costs of labor, mater-
ials and outside overhauls. Profit and loss
account 5372 Flight Equipment Airworthi-
ness Provisions shall be condurrently cred-
ited with the cost of applicable maintenance
burden. The cost of each overhaul shall also
be charged to the applicable direct mainten-
ance and maintenance burden objective accounts
as incurred and appropriate asset or liability
accounts shall be concurrently credited.
In Section 13, Profit and Lossthese instructions are shown:
72. Flight Equipment Airworthiness Provisions
(a) Record here provisions for effecting
an equitable distribution of airframe and air-
craft engine costs between different account-
ing periods and credits for overhaul costs
currently incurred. (See section 5-4 (f) and
(g) for applicable policy.)
(b) This account shall be subdivided as
by follows by all air carrier groups:
72.1 Airworthiness Reserve Provisions -- Air-
frames
Record here current provisions for effect-
ing an equitable distribution of airframe
overhaul costs between different accounting
periods.
72.2 Airworthiness Reserve Charges -- Air-
frames (Credit)
Record here credits for airframe overhaul
costs incurred in the current period which
have been charged against related airworthi-
ness reserves.
72.6 Airworthiness Reserve Provisions --
Aircraft Engines
Record here current provisions for effect-
ing an equitable distribution of aircraft
engine overhaul costs between different ac-
counting periods.
72.7 Airworthiness Reserve Charges -- Air-
craft Engines (Credit)
Record here credits for aircraft engine
overhaul costs incurred in the current per-
iod which have been charged against related
airworthiness reserves.
Although the instructions apprear straightforward, over any given
year ( or accounting period) serious distortions may occur which
may make difficult the derivation of an emperical model based
upon this data. Consider the following two situations. In the
first example, the company is expecting to have an outside con-
tractor perform a scheduled overhaul of an engine during the
4th Quarter, with an anticipated cost of $100. According to
instructions, it will make a provision of $25 in each quarter
to cover this anticipated expense. If the anticipated occurs,
the reporting of the maintenance costs will appear on Form 41
as shown in Table A.0.1.
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Table A.0-1
Account No. lst Q 2nd Q 3rd Q 4th Q
5213.2 -- -- -- 100
Aircraft Engine
Repairs, Outside
5272.6 25 25 25 25
Airworth. res.
provisions-
Aircraft engines
5272.7 -- -- -- (100)
Airworth. res.
charges--air-
craft engines
(credit)
5278 25 25 25 25
Total Direct
Maintenance
As can be seen, the overhaul expenses on the engine appear as
evenly distributed $25 direct maintenance costs over the four
quarters in question. In this case, the sum of the provisions
(5272.6) is equal to the sum of the charges, which in turn are
equal to or less than the sum of the outside services performed.
Now consider the case when the overhaul expense is $200
instead of the anticipated $100. It appears that any number of
possibilities exist for an operator to show this expense, de-
pending strictly on his desires. One possible outcome might be
Table A.0-2.
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Taboe A.0-2
Account No. lst Q 2nd Q 3rd Q 4th Q
5243.2 -- -- -- 200
5272.6 25 25 25 125
5272.7 -- -- -- (200)
5278 25 25 25 125
This is probably the easiest from an accoutant's point of
view as the books are balanced and only one simple entry need
be made and would probably be recorded by the above manner.
Again the charges and the provisions are equal, and outside
services are equal to the provisions. However, using the data
as shown above for direct maintenance costs (i.e., 25,25,25,125)
would be clearly incorrect as far as allocations of expenses to
each quarter are concerned. A model built upon the recorded
direct maintenance costs would clearly be incorrect. ( Similar
distortions would occur if the overhaul costs were initially
overestimated.)
To maintain a proper allocation of expenses to the time
periods, the accountants would have to file retroactive accounts
with the CAB, and since they would probably assume that either
the under-and overestimates would balance out in the long run;
(4 000)
400
360-
320
280
240-
Total Direct Maintenance 00
200-
160. \ fSum of Labor,Materials &
-- Outside Services x
120 / \-eSum of Labor & Materials o
* * .. - Outside Services A
80-
- . Charges g
40 -
68 69 70 71 72 73
74
SFO Maintenance Costs, 1968-1973F igur e A-.1l
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or that (2) they can adjust the coming year's provisions for the
higher than anticipated overhaul expenses -- they would probably
not file retroactive adjustments.
As can be seen in Figure A.1, over a six year period for
SFO Helicopters 1973-1973, the sum of provisions for the engines
totalled $1,015,000 while the charges were $838,000; for the
airframe the totals were $780,000; 833,000 charges. The total
provisions were$ 1,795,000 vs. $1,671,000 for charges. The
total of outside services equalled $1,928,000 and on a quarter
to quarter basis can be seen to be well correlated with the
charges.
Thus alternative paths are open to the researcher interested
in correlating costs to periods of time (or activity levels),
depending on the availability of data and his faith in the ac-
counting system. If the times at which overhauls are performed
are known, and outside expenses are basically for overhauls, it
may be best to discard both the provision and charge accounts
and simply allocate outside services, linearly, to the preceding
accounting periods, and recompute direct maintenance costs on
this basis. (This was done for the NY Airways data.) When this
TBO data is unavailable, or outside expenses are for items
other than regularly scheduled overhauls, it appears best to
trust the provisions allocations and work with the total direct
maintenance numbers accounts 5278 (or, the sum of the labor,
material, outside services, provisions and charges for engines
and airframes, when available.) The hope would be that due to
past experience of the operator the result would resemble Table A.0-1.
It should be noted, however, that this is another potential area
for errors to exist and result in poor models as well as addition-
ally introduce more variation in the data from operator to oper-
ator.
A.3 Final Caveat
One additional problem with the labor part of the cost data
presented (CAB and other) is that it is derived by the various
organizations in roughly the following manner. A mechanic assigns
a.specific portion of his working day to a specific job (engine,
rotor, transmission, etc.). Since this time card is used basic-
ally for accounting for the mechanic's overall time, he will
naturally report a fullday's worth of time on whatever items he
happens to be working on. If activity is slow in the shop, a
blade repair may consume 4 hours of a mechanic's day, compared
to possibly one hour when a greater number of items require his
attention. The data that is presented, thenwill be generally
biased upward. This problem always exists in a system which
uses the same procedure for maintenance job and man-hour account-
ing, and it is important to know the type of man-hour accounting
system each organization uses.
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A.4 Index of Tables of Data Utilized during Study
Table A.1-0
Table A.1-1
Table A.1-2
Table A.l-3
Table A.1-4
Table A.l-5
Table A.1-6
Table A.1-7
Table A.1-8
Table A. 2-1
Table A.2-2
Table A.2-3
Table A.2-4
Table A.3-l
Table A.3-2
Table A.3-3
Table A.3-4
Table A.4-l
Table A.4-2
Inflation Factor, 1962 - 1973 ............... A.ll
Monthly Airframe Maintenance Cost (1) NYA A.12
Monthly Engine Maintenance Cost (1) NYA .... A.13
Monthly Dynamic System Maintenance Cost A.14
(1) NYA
Yearly Helicopter Maintenance Cost NYA ..... A.15
Monthly Maintenance Cost of NYA (with A.16
outside service cost absorbed into labor and
material category)
Yearly Helicopter Maintenance Cost of NYA .. A.17
(outside service cost absorbed)
Direct Maintenance Cost in Dollars of NYA A.18
Direct Maintenance Cost in Dollars per ..... A.18
Block hr. of NYA
Quarterly Helicopter Operations of SFO A.19
Yearly Helicopter Operations of SFO ........ A.20
Yearly Operations of SFO A.21
Yearly Operations of SFO ................... A.21
Quarterly Total Operations 1970-1972 A.22
Excluding Chicago
Yearly Total Operations, Nonscheduled ....... A.23
Service Included
Yearly Total Operations, Nonscheduled A.24
Service Excluded
Average Value of Operations for SFO, NYA .... A.25
and LAA
L-188~ Domestic Operational (EAL) A.26
L-188 Latin America Operations (EAL) ........A.27
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Index of Tables of Data Continued
Table A. 4-3
Table A.4-4
Table A.4-5
DC-9 Domestic Operations (EAL, DC-9-10, ..... A.28
DC-9-30)
DC-9-30 Latin America Operations (EAL) A.29
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Table A.1-0 Inflation Factor
(Implicit price deflator for GNP, private sector)
(1958 = 1.0)
YEAR INDEX
1962 1.0473
1963 1.0580
1964 1.0705
1965 1.0883
1966 1.1156
1967 1.1479
1968 1.1890
1969 1.2430
1970 1.3031
1971 1.3549
1972 1.3949
1973 1.4723
Source: Economic Report of the President, Jan. 1974
Monthly Airframe Maintenance Cost (1) NYA
Maintenance Cost ($)
Material
2449
1220
2722
3135
4620
1955
4221
5366
1542
2340
1654
2779
2584
2056
3312
2466
4127
2480
2393
2703
2316
3215
4214
2520
5206
4307
3193
2230
3358
4013
3443
2983
5291
4973
3669
1541
Outside
Service
2499
5195
1118
803
3044
2560
6746
798
4280
2127
904
1348
1133
790
2397
1583
561
3476
1022
3817
2264
2764
3122
1714
844
4598
2043
2004
4040
3747
1727
2477
7519
2021
7097
-2788
Total
22116
18815
21544
15435
25177
23119
26945
22359
23581
17355
18182
17152
20583
18086
19268
18460
21167
20297
22792
23634
22105
24167
25935
17724
28526
26136
19298
22279
29978
18655
22197.1
17631
20764
26312
22038
17191
Flight
Hours
387
324
405
478
531
554
552
549
425
382
369
391
393
370
427
409
418
423
465
486
448
472
420
364
457
382
409
433
452
426
460
471
453
467
438
387
Thermal!
Cycles TBO
1006
842
1013
1147
1381
1496
1546
1537
1190
1070
1033
1056
1061
962
1196
1145
1170
1184
1302
1361
1245
1274
1134
1024
1234
1049
1154
1211
1013
1259
1321
1364
1281
1212
1204
1007
9000
9000
9000
9000
9000
9000
9000
9000
9000
9000
9000
9000
Pilot
Complaints
17168
12400
17704
11497
17513
18604
15978
16195
17759
12888
15624
13025
Source: NY Airways
Labor
9000
9000
9000
9000
9000
9000
9000
9000
9000
9000
9000
9000
9000
9000
9000
9000
9000
9000
9000
9000
9000
9000
9000
9000
16866
15240
13559
14411
16479
14341
19377
17114
17525
18188
18599
13490
22476
17231
14062
18045
22580
10895
17027
12171
17954
19318
11272
18438
1971- 1973
94
122
87
59
98
110
88
92
81
74
85
169122
84
124
105
83
117
85
89
82
97
98
90
123
95
79
103
99
94
107
75
113
90
118
119
Table A.l1-1
Monthly Engine Maintenance Cost (1)
Maintenance Cost ($)
Outside Flight Thermal Pilot
Labor Material Service Total Hours Cycles TBO Complaints
3143 932 4169 8244 387 1006 1860 10
4646 1688 2319 3653 324 842 1860 4
2760 464 4797 8021 405 1013 1860 8
5411 1368 1800 8579 478 1147 1860 18
6011 1554 8779 16344 531 1381 1860 26
5592 3016 7093 15701 554 1496 1860 25
7745 1683 11362 20790 552 1546 1860 11
4825 2939 17230 24994 549 1537 1860 14
5359 2336 16543 24238 425 1190 1860 6
6421 3991 15024 25436 382 1070 1860 11
4355 5300 43910 53565 369 1033 2480 5
6822 5229 20937 32988 391 1056 2480 21
4946 6053 14157 25156 393 1061 2480 7
3840 3850 15274 22964 360 962 2480 19
6231 4533 6466 17230 427 1196 2480 8
4622 3506 22106 30234 409 1145 2480 16
4452 12963 32376 49791 418 1170 2480 14
6956 8161 25009 40126 423 1184 2480 16
4603 2562 27123 34288 465 1302 2480 27
3978 2882 27712 34572 486 1361 2480 17
4514 4251 26759 35524 448 1245 2480 20
5031 3428 20427 28886 472 1274 2800 7
3977 3058 3622 10657 420 1134 2800 10
6907 7367 13556 27830 364 1024 2800 16
5811 5173 26241 37225 457 1234 2800 22
5694 7725 27556 40975 382 1049 2800 11
7364 4508 10761 22633 409 1154 2800 9
7291 8477 -12260 3508 433 1211 2800 18
7730 7481 11354 26565 452 1013 2800 11
10376 5532 9255 25163 426 1259 2800 15
8577 3247 8803 20627 460 1321 2800 20
9987 6670 14778 31435 471 1364 2800 20
11202 5523 17217 33942 453 1281 2800 22
8092 6741 15197 30030 467 1212 2800 8
9940 11222 13757 34923 438 1204 2800 12
10158 2720 1 8245 21123 387 1007 2800 8
Source: NYA 1971- 1973
Table A.l1-2 NYA
System Maintenance Cost (1) NYA
Maintenanc e Cost
Material
1050
221
1043
1394
6317
1031
1202
8766
2691
2833
3664
3730
-I-
1223
3328
1583
1279
3562
961
844
544
1931
1797
2971
2546
409
3589
1133
154
940
2911
783
2898
956
3239
2107
887
($)
Outside
Service Total
r -
Flight Thermal
Hours Cycles TBO
Labor - I
21
2393
21881
16354
18986
34177
19386
-5300
12577
11485
12829
29922
16085
10275
19152
22660
16870
18116
15039
20485
26980
34444
7752
2681
16987
20821
27541
22064
4831
21865
19862
15794
18486
19055
21435
13448
4038
6782
25999
21627
28121
37084
24918
6956
19237
20345
24024
37565
22000
16562
25015
28647
23906
22490
20162
24223
33687
41411
14136
10736
20312
31031
34541
28029
9052
35503
28141
27762
25326
28464
30701
21059
387
324
405
478
531
554
552
549
425
382
369
391
393
370
427
409
418
423
465
486
448
472
420
364
457
382
409
433
452
426
460
471
453
467
438
387
1006
842
1013
1147
1381
1496
1546
1537
1190
1070
1033
1056
1061
962
1196
1145
1170
1184
1302
1361
1245
1274
1134
1024
1234
1049
1154
1211
1013
1259
1321
1364
1281
1212
1204
1007
1250
1250
1250
1250
1450
1450
1450
1450
1450
1450
1450
1450
1450
1450
1450
1450
1450
1450
1450
1450
1450
1650
1650
1650
1650
1650
1650
1650
1650
1650
1650
1650
1650
1650
11650
1650
Pilot
Complaints'
17
22
35
52
33
31
48
38
35
36
39
10
21
14
24
14
13
20
36
43
27
32
19
16
24
16
21
18
26
32
19
13
15
31
25
16
Source: NYA 1971-1973
Labor
2967
4168
3075
3879
2818
1876
4330
3490
3969
6027
7531
3913
4692
2959
4280
4708
3474
3413
4279
3194
4776
5170
3413
5509
2916
6621
5867
5811
3281
10727
7496
9070
5884
6170
7159
6724
.
.
Table A.l-3 Monthly Dynamic
'
1
,
Direct Maintenance Cost
Labor Material
Outside
Service Total
Flight
Hours
Thermal
Cycles
Average
TBO
Pilot
Complaints
1971! 186355 34003 31422 251780 5347 14317 9000 1079
Airframe 1972 195189 34386 24643 254218 5095 14058 9000 1176
1973 201469 44207 29887 275563 5235 14309 9000 1235
1971 63090 30500 153963 247553 5347 14317 1963 159
Engine 1972 60047 62614 234587. 357258 5095 14058 2560 177
1973 102222 75023 1150904 328149 5235 14309 2800 176
1971 48043 33942 174711 256696 5347 14317 1383 396
Dynamic 1972 49867 22569 210539 282975 5095 1 14058 1500 279
System 1973- 77726 20006 222189 319921 5235 14309 1650 256
Table A.l-4 Yearly Helicopter Maintenance Cost of New York Airways (1)
Source: NY Airways
Categoryv Year
91
Table A.l-5 Monthly Maintenance Cost of NYA (with Outside ser-
vice Cost Absorbed into Labor and Material Category)
Airframe Engine Dynamic System
Labor Material Labor Material Labor Material
19042 3074 5436 2808 2974 1064
16296 2519 5921 2732 5006 1776
18543 3001 5392 2623 10733 15266
12099 3336 6401 2178 9603 12024
19796 5381 10839 5505 9463 18658
20524 2595 9493 6208 13838 23246
21037 5908 13994 6796 11115 13803
16793 5566 14301 10693: 1635 5321
20961 2612 14458 9780 8371 10866
14483 2872 14684 10752 10047 10298
16302 1880 23506 25059 12021 12003
14036 3116 18336 14651 14386 23179
17716 2867 12732 12424 10322 11678
15832 2254 12241 10723 6555 10007
15357 3911 9787 7443 10983 14032
15598 2862 16780 13454 12639 16008
16900 4267 22259 27532 9379 14527
16948 3349 20711 19415 9754 12736
20143 2648 19521,. 14767 9543 10619
19977 3657 19220 15352 10364 13859
19223 2882 19231 16293 14219 19468
20261 3906 16266 12620 17225 24186
20940 4995 5969 4688 6126 8010
14775 2949 14363 13467 6447 4289
23109 5417 20244 16981 8861 11451
20679 5457 20850 20125 13908 17123
15594 3704 13283 9350 15506 19035
19548 2731 548 2960 13533 14496
25610 4368 13975 12590 4972 4080
13705 4950 15466 9697 18380 17123
18322 3875 13419 7208 14448 13698
14029 3602 18115 13320 14598 13164
25593 7171 20671 13271 12354 12972
20834 5478 16450 13580 12839 15625
16595 5443 17506 17417 14661 16040
16347 844 14693 6430 11431 9628
Source: NYA 1971-1973
Direct Maintenance Cost
Year Labor Material Subtotal
1971 209921 41859 251780
Airframe 1972 213671 40547 254218
1973 223884 51679 275563
1971 147770 99783 247553
Engine 1972 189080 168178 357258
1973 185219 142930 328149
1971 109192 147504 256696
Dynamic 1972 123556 159419 282975
System 1973 155492 164429 319921
Table A.1-6 Yearly Helicopter Maintenance Cost of
NYA (Outside Service Cost Absorbed)
Source: NYA
Categoryv
Table A.1-7 Direct Maintenance Cost in Dollars of NYA
DMC
Dollar Unadjusted Dollar Adjusted
$000 $/Rev. hr.[ C/ASM $000 $/Rev. hr. C/ASM Rev. hrs. ASM(000)
70 746 183.2 6.385 572 140.5 4.896 4071 11684
71 954 134.2 6.384 704 135.9 4.711 5180 14943
72 890 177.5 6.451 638 127.3 4.624 5013 13796
73 983 190.8 6.540 668 129.7 4.444 5152- 15031
Source: CAB Green and Yellow Book
Table A.1-8 Direct Maintenance Cost in Dollars per Block Hr. of NYA
DMC ($/block hour)
Unadiusted Adjusted Ave. a/c
Seat miles/
Airborne hrs. Rev. hrs./day
70 122.17 93.75 2.4 2945 4.21
71 119.54 88.23 3.5 2924 4.06
72 132.31 94.85 3.8 2753 3.65
73 144.97 98.46 4.0 2918 3.54
Source: CAB Red Book
Table A.2-1 Quarterly Helicopter Operation of SFO*
Direct
Maintenance
Cost ($000)
Depreciation
($000)
ASM(000)
19691968
4
217
59
3802
227 228 273 347
40 63 69
3914 4114 4275
Departures 111225 11925 11640
Total Rev. 1465 1536 1586 1693
hrs.
295
3 4
286 229
68
4239 4283 4123 3611
11802 11829 11463 9795
1659 1639 1584 1419
*Source: CAB Yellow and Green Book
Table A.2-1 Quarterly Helicopter Operations of
1st (
1970 197 1 I 1972 1973
1- 72nd 3rd 4th 1st 2nd 3rd 4th Ist 2nd 13rd 14th 1st 2nd
Direct
Maintenance
Cost($oo) 216 198 163 131 132 126 1134 130 127 133 1141 170 151 160 168 1174
Deprecia-
tion ($000) 57 58 59 59 58 59 !59 59 58 58 58 -39 36 3 to G rr
Available
Seat
Miles(OO) 3121 32982880 2126 20661221712325 2301 2218 2370 24012232 227624925462345
Departures 8577
Total
Rev.hrs. 1197
9150
1247
85321678416636
1099 819 796
7025
852
7274
886
7193 169371 7381
877 880 943
7479
985
6959
875
70731
901
7701 7845 7275
10561 120111026
- -- -
%.0
Source: CAB Yellow and Green Book
SFO (continued)
3rd 4hi
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Table A.2-2 Yearly Helicopter Operations of SFO
SFO
DMC
Dollar Unadjusted Dollar Adjusted
Rev.Hrs. ASM(000)
$000 $/Rev.Hr. ./ASM 2000 $/Rev.Hr C!/ASM
70 708 162.3 6.197 543 124.5 4.753 4362 11425
71 524 153.6 5.882 387 113.5 4.344 3411 8909
72 571 155.0 6.190 409 111.1 4.434 3683 9224
73 653 156.1 6.758 444 106.1 4.595 4184 9662
Source: CAB Yellow & Green Book
Yearly Operations of SFO
DMC Depreciation Ultilization Productivity
($/Bloqk hr.) ($/Block hr.) Average (Rev...-Hrs./ (seat miles/
Year Unadjusted Deflated Unadjusted Deflated a/c Day) airborne hr.)
66 134.75 120.74 21.27 19.059 3.0 4.11 2794
67 133.63 116.40 63.32 55.156 3.0 4.71 2724
68 146.44 123.16 38.70 32.548 3.2 5.15 2651
69 167.18 134.50 41.18 33.129 1 4.0 4.27 2604
70 156.09 119.79 51.07 39.194 3.5 3.69 2621
71 147.05 108.54 65.88 48.619 3.0 3.13 2613
72 148.50 106.45- 35.27 25.283 3.0 3.39 2505
Source: CAB Red Book
Table A. 2-4 Yearly Operations of SFO
DMC ($/Block Hr.)
Unadiusted Adjusted Average a/c Seat miles/airborne hrs. Rev. hrs./day
70 156.09 119.78 3.5 2621 3.42
71 147.05 108.53 3.0 2613 3.13
72 148.50
73 151.11
106.46 3.0
J -1-------
102.63 3.0
2505
2309
3.39
3.82
Source: CAB Yellow and Green and Red Book
.1 3 ___________________________
Table A. 2-3
Table A.3-1 Quarterly Total operations 1970-1972 Excluding Chicago
Source: CAB Green and Yellow Book
1970 1971 1972
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 1st 2nd 3rd 4th Ist 2nd 3rd 4th
Quar.
Direct Maintenance
Cost ($000) 333 473 475 381 354 386 391 367 362 415 421 263
Available Seat
Miles (000) 5825 9056 4755 5516 5224 6479 6714 5435 5408 5784 6221 5607
Depreciation
($000) 155 155 154 75 159 63 69 66 64 63 63 -30
Departures 14837 21594 23415 16552 15733 19399 19992 16766 16733 18044 19548 17659
Total Rev.
Hrs. 2294 3358 3519 1962 1880 2311 2387 2013 2044 2171 2363 2118
Table A.3-2 Yearly Total Operations, Nonscheduled Service
Included
DMC($000)
Unadjusted Deflated Departures
1962 19279 1624 1551 20441 96768
1963 16402 1895 1791 27946 85989
1964 23241 2600 2430 34895 1 125629
1965 23620 2756 2552 42135 126683
1966 26683 3771 3397 52335 139568
1967 29277 4125 3618 62262 151421
1968 25585 3898 3303 60099 191631
1969 21833 2826 2279 43252 111124
1970 17327 1924 1480 31835__ 84519
1971 13685 1715 1270 24473 78503
11972 13064 1644 1183 123725 78150
Source: CAB Green and Yellow Book
Year Rev. hrs. ASM (0 00)
100
Table A.3-3 Yearly Total Operations, Nonscheduled Service
Excluded
Source: CAB Green and Yellow Book
DMC($000)
Year Rev.hrs. Unadjusted Deflated ASM(000) Departures
1962 18554 1624 1551 20125 96768
1963 15222 1895 1791 27657 85989
1964 20435 2600 2430 34165 125629
1965 20286 2756 1 2552 41413 125688
1966 22652 3771 3397 51992 139568
1967 25066 4125 3618 62041 151421
1968 23534 3898 3303 59923 191631
1969 17957 2826 2279 43102 111124
1970 12707 1924 1480 31780 84519
1971 2630 1715 1270 24364 78503
1972 9628 1644 1183 23495 78150
Table A.3-4 Average Value of Operations for SFO, NYA and LAA
Productivity
Yea DMC Utilization (seat miles/
($/block hr.) Depreciation ($) Avea/c (rev. hrs./day) air borne h4
Unadjusted Deflated Unadjusted .Deflated
66 112.81 101.08 27.870 24.97 3.9 4.69 2641.5
67 111.01 96.70 49.745 43.33 4.2 5.32 2577.0
68 128.64 108.19 36.240 30.48 4.1 5.64 2573.0
69 144.35 116.13 47.175 37.95 4.0 4.72 2496.5
70 139.13 106.78 26.865 20.62 2.8 3.95 2783.0
71 133.29 98.37 34.615 25.55 3.3 3.59 2768.5
72 140.41 100.65 19.425 13.92 3.4 3.52 2629.0
Source: CAB Red Book
Table A4-1 L-188 Domestic Operation (Eastern Airlines)
1971 1972 1973
lst 2ndi 3rd? 4th 1st' 2ndI 3rd 4th lst 2nd 3rd 4th
Airframes 278607 255757 398747f 354181 536316 430234 198586 264681 232319 253366 219618 261454
Labor Engine 233565 216029 181569; 104821 188733 201760 128087 1489351 149008 150627 107878 123291
Other 90512 75656; 841681 82159 83599 83712 48316 57159 63616 66019 i 55389 63308
Out- Airframes 17540 20434! 12493i 15606 9403 10405 8522 6090 10877 12547 14434 12341
side
Ser- Engine 23663 23204 282541 17759 12778 26601 11022 13887 19093 22670 13528 22579
vice
Other 35591 14132 15650 21798 5986 10484 2432 4638 5473 6568 12193 19335
Airframes 113443 105583 101178 145339 147144 109735 77534 79522 83602 96560 146227 74278
Mater- ------- -
ial Engine 427263 398526 319199 130608 268002 329030 150946 142770 248663 307198 122080 246254
Other 104766 111314 85143 84999 84408 135690 57559 77978 55682 132517 78127 1100335
Total DMC 1324950 1220635 1226395 957270 1336369 1337651 683004 795660 868333 1048072 769474 L923175
ASM(000) 82860 79439 61892 70904 78682 76215 52249 60040 62319 64370 51573 63462
a/c Miles Flown 947296 905035 702226 810630 900771 868744 595028 r686175 7102061 732674 586703 724304
Total a/c 4099 4091 2961 3515 3596 3996 2614 3152 3141 3560 2700 3334
iAirborne hrs.
la/c days as- 1843 1856 1778 1714 1595 1567 951 1043 1011 1057 920 1170
signed to ser-
'vice-carriers
equipment
Source: CAB Form 41
Latin America Operations (Eastern Airlines)
1971
Labor
Airframes
Engine
Other
__________ J. ______________
Out-
side
Ser-
Airframes
Engine
vice Other
!Airframes
Mater-
ial lEngine
Other
4
1st 2nd
7437 7043
6235 5949
2416 2083
468
632
950
563
639
389
3028 2908
11405 10975
2797 3065
Total DMC 35368 33614
ASM(000) 2142 2230
a/c Miles Flown 24607 25654
Total a/c air-
borne hrs.
102 1 100
a/c days as- 47 55
signed ser-
vice carriers
equipment
1972
3rd 4th 1st 2nd 3rd 4th
34203 14527 17959  2684 122854 123585
15574 4299 6320 1259 79241 69541
7220 3370 2799 522 29890 26689
1072 640 31
2424
1342
8679
27380
7303_T
728
894
5961
5357
3486
__________________ I
105197 39262
5375 2857
61833
245
32862
+
135
154
15
428
200
4927
8974
2826
44748
2278
26185
119
65 5272
166 6819
65 1505
685 47966
2844
6404
2166
37131
2053 93382 66662
2053 93382 66662
847 35609 36410
8346 422538 371512
520 34953 29932
5974 '402434
22 1 1497
10 613
344647
1316
511
T
346799 368050
27977 26519
322476 305271
1184 1125
429 399
446124 2452541
33067 17745
380530 204668
1401 774
552 302
1973
1971 1st 2nd 3rd 4th
92784 88974 127360 69459:
59512 52896 62545 1 32754,
25407 23184 32113 16819:
4344 4406 8368 32781
7626 7961 7844 59981
------- 
----- - .
2186 2306 7069 51371
33390 33909 84779 19733i
99312 107878 70179 65421
22238 46536 45297. 26655,
-
-
. ....... J____
Table A.* 4-2 L-188
Table A-4-3 DC-9 Domestic Operations (Eastern Airlines, DC9-10, DC9-30)
1971
1st 2nd 1 3rd
1657481 1 1329321! 1313995
707563; 603973
294~O 281429!
.128437
62006
137402
85096
656497T
3078671
127512i
83457
4th
1202353'
575838
303426'
122327
85962
1st
1179653
697953
302187'
145700
97997
1972
2nd
1392078'
3rd
1986074
747073 1081012
3062011
137583
82391
344791
179173
79566
1973
4th st 2nd 3rd
1592935 1253276 1321914
9 19 19 3 1 7 48622: 7852181
369026'
155385
62416
349043
177268
96715
I 4-- 4 I 4 -- 1 ----- l---- t ----- -
48892 37268 61250 42478 66865 63309 63794 71422 83691
I I I I 1 1- t ------ 1
859235 723256 666663 621583 650424 643497 729736 929466 898383
373724
215402;
759801
801111
833365
,______ - I4 -+---------4
1431882
g-4
213650
1002721
260246
1423193
189096
1398785
158780
1389157
147545
1068719
119641
1276069
227482
1513599
179544
__________ 1 4 4 + 4 -4' 4'- 4' 1
Total DMC
ASM(000)
a/c miles
flown
Total
airborne
a/c days as-
signed to
service car-
ier equip-
ment
5403476
1750310
4370618
1744793
4829530
1816221
4511532
1852618
4678281
1917580
4560492
1922763
5969697
1938517
5792986
1912039
-1 -I---------- - I-iI-----------I- -
20138472 19998003 20980633
55352
hr.
7197
54514
7409
55446
7541
21406996
57906
7541
22080120122232580 122455246 22192322
1443527. 14709051
237606 220997
5288131 5377606
1991317 1984684
23013650 22746861
4 I - 4 4- 1 ------ I
59782
7549
59104
7305
58745
7266
59884
7329
61576
7197
60229
7331
4th
1591969 §1725884
835926- 8969581
384685 430774
235962 215146
89176 110418
99596 81801
994222 886368
1322206
188444
57421861
1995855
228672211
59670
7424
1599822
200733
6147904
1916569;
21883489
58448
7376
Labor
Out-
side
Ser-
vices
Air-
frames
En-
gines
Other
Air-
frames
En-
I ines
Other
Air-
f ramesMater-
ial En-
Other 1
105
Page 105 is blank. there is nothing missing
from this page.
Latin America Operations (Eastern Airlines)
1971 1972
197 1972 --
1 st 2nd 3rd 4th lst 2nd 3rd
1974 .
4th 1stI 2nd 3rd 4th
Airframe 157 225 122 110 327 256 187 754 3501 21305 57119 32719
Labor Engine 63 106 58 50 187 132 95 401 197 8671 24116 17129
Other 26 48 26 26 76 52 30 167 93 7130 14594 8310
10 36 22 i 15 63 47 3150 2808 3822
Engine 6 15 7 8 26 15 7 27 25 0 6814 2102
__ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ __ _ __ _ __ _-__ __ _ _- _ __ _ _ -
4 20 36 25 0 9
________ L ____________ I --- t------------*-t----------~--~~-
Airframes,
Engine
Other
60
123
14
170
372
33
107
189
_______ I I I + I 1 4
Total DMC
ASM( 000)
a/c Miles Flown
Total a/c Air-
!borne hrs.
a/c days as-
signed to ser-
vice car-riers
equipmeft
213 135
2464 1584
8 8 7.
405
84 509
956
5
3
1247
5763
17
3
802
221
2574
9
66
112
21
538
222
2572
71
74 1718
431 260 0 9887 18008
660 380 0 922 30478
78 67!
2617 1444
796 503
9187 1 5824
28 181
0 1428 3922
40256
27328
245565
704
3 214 3 8 7
I J I ~ -* ___________
118662 :118208
67057 39583
601514 385031
1665
2127
1106
226
C
Airframe
Out-
side
Ser-
vice
12 24 11
Other 5S 7 6
Mater-
ial
13382
128
20
178
48
125
17
785499
219
2548
432
Table A. 4-4 DC-9-30
Domestic/Canadian
1971 1972 1973
' '''' ' ' I A ' ~ ' -
.1
Airframe
.Engine
Airframe
Engine
409590
684491
3 4I 2
I 1 I ~ I 4
381774
637759
512412
529022
151261692863
253188 469513
550374
557391
284642
290055
350298
305592
326798
416764
3624731
480495
380269 134807
295059
Latin America
4, ~1
10933
18272
10514
17563
43954
45378
21128
10384
23201
15722
3434 167092 163560 130518
3478 l179442 142607 1166450
125289 220507
1687351140568
I -6 ------- 6
Table A.4-5 Maintenance Cost Breakdown of L-188. (EAL)
Source: CAB Form 41
4
392124
92470
104173
2 2
108
Appendix B
The Statistical Estimation Process
The BMD02R Stepwise Regression Program
This program computes a sequence of multiple linear
regression equations in a stepwise manner. At each
step one variable is added to the regression equation.
The variable added is the one which makes the greatest
reduction in the error sum of squares. Equivalently it
is the variable which has highest partial correlation
with the dependent variable partialed on the variables
which have already been added; and equivalently it is
the variable which, if it were added, would have the
highest F value. In addition, variables can be forced
into the regression equation and automatically removed
when their F values become too low. Regression equations
with or without the regression intercept may be selected.
Output from this program includes:
(1) At each step:
(a) Multiple R
(b) Standard error of estimate
(c) Analysis-of-variance table
(d) For variables in the equation:
1. Regression coefficient
2. Standard error
109
3. F to remove
(e) For variables not in the equation:
1. Tolerance
2. Partial correlation coefficient
3. F to enter
(2) Optional output prior to performing regression
(f) Means and standard deviations
(g) Covariance matrix
(h) Correlation matrix
(3) Optional output after performing regression:
(i) List of residuals
(j) Plots of residuals vs. input variables
(k) Summary table
The following is a typical run of the regression formulas for
rotary wing aircraft maintenance cost estimation using the
BMD02R program.
Problem under study: Labor cost of aircraft dynamic system
maintenance
Data source: Monthly cost of NY Airways, total 36 months, 1971-
1973.
Dependent variable: Labor cost of dynamic system maintenance
Independent variables: Flight hours, thermal cycles, TBO, pilot
complaints
110
Procedures:
1) Calculate the mean and standard deviation for all the
variables
2) Calculate the covariance and correlation matrix
3) Stepwise regression:
One variable is chosen to enter the equation each step,
with the order of variable entrance as follow: 1) TBO,
2) Flight Hours, 3) Thermal Cycles, 4) Pilot complaints
Printout:
In addition to the printout of regression formula derived
for each step, all the statistics are also included. At the
end of each run, there is shown the estimated value and its
residual from the actual value of the dependent variables.
The output from the computer run contains many measures
which are helpful in evaluating the explanatory power of an
estimated model and the accuracy of the estimates of the re-
gression coefficients. In addition it provides certain clues
to the weaknesses in the specificaiton of the model or in the
data used in the analysis. The proper use of these measures
requires a sound understanding of.the underlying assumptions.
The key element in the statistical estimation and testing
is the nature of the disturbance term which represents the sum
of all the neglected influences on the dependent variable. The
disturbance term is supposed to have departures from these as-
sumptions that cause many of the common problems with regression
analysis.
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BMD02R - STEP6ISE REGRESSION - REVISED MARCK 27,.1973
FEALTF SCIENCES COMFUTING FACILITY, UCLA
PROBLEM COCE DYNLBR
NUIBEP GF CASES .. ..... 36
NUMBER CF ORIGINAL VARIABLES 5
NUMBER CF. VARIABLES ADDED.. __-_
TOTAL NUMBER CF VARIAELES 5
..---..NUMBER OF.. SUE-PROBLES.-....:._..--.....
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5 1.000
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First, all of the influences of the left out variables
represented by the disturbance term are assumed to be unrelated
to one another such as to cancel each other resulting in the
expected value to be equal to zero. Second, pairs of values
of the disturbance term, whether adjacent in time or not, are
supposed to be uncorrelated. A departure from this assumption
produces the problem of autocorrelation, a systematic time pat-
tern in the residuals. A residual is the diffence between an
actual value of the dependent variable and a calculated value,
that is, that part of the given value of the dependent variable
which is not accounted for by the corresponding independent
variables and the estimated regression coefficients. When
autocorrelation is present, the standard tests of significance
are not valid.
The third assumption is that the variance (variability)
of the disturbance term is the same for all observations. This
will be violated, for example, when the disturbance term is
greater in absolute size (further from zero) when the dependent
variable, maintenance costs is large than when it is small.
The violation of this assumption is called Heteroscedasticity
(variation in dispersion of the disturbance term), and results
in less exact estimates of the regression coefficients. This
implies that the estimates are subject to greater variability
and.are thus less certain.
The fourth assumption is that the disturbance term is
not correlated with the independent variables in the equation
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such as flight hours and thermal cycles. Violation of this
can result in heteroscedasticity. In addition it can result
in the problem of simultaneity, where an independent variable
in the equation being estimated is influenced by the dependent
variable at the same time.
The fifth assumption is that the explanatory variables
such as flight hours, thermal cycles, and TBO's should be
"independent". Violation of this assumption is called multi-
collinearity, with the result that the estimates of the coef-
ficients of the equation cannot be obtained by least-squares
regression analysis. This is the most common problem in regres-
sion analysis and the presence of multicollinearity can often
be recognized by rules of thumb such as coefficients with the
"wrong" signs, or low t-rations along with a high value of R .
The basic reason for this problem is usually in that the data
are not sufficiently rich or varied -- the values of the inde-
pendent variables in the sample data may move similarly over
time, for example. Since explanatory variables are almost
always correlated, it should be noted that it is only very high
degrees of association that cause problems.
The sixth assumption is that the disturbance term is often
taken to be normally distributed. Although this assumption is
not necessary for regression analysis, it is often needed to per-
form the standard tests of hypotheses about the regression.
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Simple Statistic Evaluation of Regression Models
The variance of the disturbance term, and its square root,
the standard error, are measures of the variability ofthe depend-
ent variable, the maintenance costs, not explained by the inde-
pendent variables. The simple correlation coefficient is a
measure of the strength of linear association between two vari-
ables. The standard error of the regression coefficients is
a measure of the sampling variability of the estimated regres-
sion coefficient.
The multiple correlation coefficient R and the square of
that measure, R , are indicators of the "goodness of fit" or
2
explanatory power of the estimated equation. In fact, R shows
the proportion of the variance of the dependent variable,
maintenance costs in the example that is accounted for by the
estimating equation. Thus, if R = 0.95, then 95% of the
variation of the sample values of the maintenance costs are
accounted for or "explained" by the regression equation.
The measure R normally increases in value, for a given
set of data, as more variables are added to the equation, often
regardless of the relevance of these variables. In order to
overcome this problem, it is often useful to adjust R for the
degrees of freedom. The adjusted R does not automatically
increase in value -by-merely adding independent variables and
is therefore more useful in comparing alternative specifications
of a regression model. However, for large data sets, R and
adjusted R are very 'similar.
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The t-ratios are normally used to evaluate the precision
or accuracy of the estimates of the regression coefficients.
These are computed by dividing the regression coefficient by
its corresponding standard error. The larger a given
regression coefficient is relative to the variability of its
estimate, the more precise, and therefore reliable, is the
estimate, The t-ratio shows this relationship. Keeping in mind
that a regression coefficient measures the effect of the cor-
responding independent variable on the dependent variable,
when the effects of the other independent variables are held
constant, the t-ratio allows a test of the hypothesis that a
given independent variable has no effect, based on the given
data set. Tables of critical t values are available. An
observed t-ratio less than the critical value implies that a
nonzero estimate of the regression coefficient could easily have
been obtained by chance, even though the time value of the
regression coefficient is in fact zero.
The standard error of estimate is the standard deviation
of the residuals. It is an estimate of the standard deviation
of the disturbance term, and is used in the computation of R
and the standard errors of the regression coefficients.
The program also provides an F-test which is a significance
test of the entire regression. Although R provides a measure
of the goodness of fit, a significance test of the explanatory
power of the set of independent variables is often valuable,
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particularly in borderline cases where R2 is low. The hy-
pothesis to be tested is that there is no relation between the
dependent variable and the set of independent varaibles. Again
critical values for the F-test are available. If there is no
association between the dependent and the set of independent
variables, the observed F value will not exceed the critical
value. It should be noted that the use of both the t-tests and
the F-tests depends on the sixth assumption listed above, that
the disturbance term is normally distributed.
The Durbin-Watson statistic (not provided by this pro-
gram, but may be easily computed) is a measure of autocorrelation
of the residuals. This measure can assume values from zero
to four. If no autocorrelation is present in the residuals,
the expected value of this statistic is two.
The existence of multicollinearity can easily be detected
by examining the sample correlation matrix to see how each
independent variable is related to the other independent
variables. In addition, the severity of this problem can
be assessed by examining the values of various regression esti-
mates, their variances, and multiple correlation coefficients
to determine if they are sensitive to changes in the estimation
or specification. Asomewhatmore reliable test for detecting
the presence of serious multicollinearity is one proposed by
Farrar and Glauber.
* Farrar, D.E., and Glauber, R.R., "Multicollinearity in Regression
Analysis: The Problem Re-visited," Review of Economics and
Statistics, Vol. 49, 1967, pp.92-107.
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Finally, the presence of heteroscedasticity will distort
the measure of unexplained variation thus distorting the
conclusions from the multiple correlation coefficient R and
the t-tests. The problem is that the true value of a hetero-
scedastic residual term is dependent upon the related explana-
tory variables. Thus, the R and t-values become dependent
on the range of the related explanatory variables. In general,
the standard goodness of fit statistics can therefore be quite
misleading. The common procedure for detecting heteroscedas-
ticity is to plot the residuals either consecutively over time
or against the estimated values of the dependent variable. If
the residuals tend to be within parallel lines, the assumption
is valid. Sometimes, separate regression equations can be
fitted to each half of the observations arranged by the
level of the explanatory variable. In this case a reasonable
test that can be used is one proposed by Goldfeld and Quandt.2
2.
Goldfeld, S.M., and Quandt, R.E., "Some Tests for
Heteroscedasticity," Journal of the American Statistical
Association, Vol.60, 1965, pp. 539-547 .
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